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ABSTRACT

A system for facilitating wireless communication. The sys
tem includes a client device configured to operate in a
plurality of networks. The system also includes a server
coupled to the plurality of networks and managed by an
enterprise. The server is configured to store connectivity
information of the client device, to route incoming media
data addressed to the client device using the connectivity
information of the client device, and to route outgoing media
data originated from the client device through the server.
The connectivity information pertains to connectivity of the
client device with at least one network of the plurality of
networks.
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ENTERPRISE-MANAGED WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION
PRIORITY CLAIM

0001. This application is related to and claims priority
under 35 U.S.C. S 119(e) to a commonly assigned provi
sional patent application entitled “Advanced Mobile Com
munication Platform Apparatus and Method.” by Caronet
al., Attorney Docket Number DVTS-P001P1, Application
Ser. No. 60/723,410 filed on Oct. 3, 2005; and a commonly
assigned provisional patent application entitled "Advanced
Mobile Communication Platform Apparatus and Method
by Kalkunte et al., Attorney Docket Number DVTS-P007P
Application Ser. No. 60/804.806 filed on Jun. 14, 2006, all
of which are incorporated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Conventional mobile communication platforms
include cellular communications, for example, Global Sys
tems for Mobile (GSM) communications. Other conven
tional platforms that support limited mobility include Wi-Fi,

radio station of a first network. The method includes storing
connectivity information pertaining to connectivity of the
client device with the first radio station and connectivity of
the client device with a second radio station. The storing is
performed by a server managed by an enterprise.
0008. These and other features of the present invention
will be described in more detail below in the detailed

description of the invention and in conjunction with the
following figures.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0009. The invention is described with reference to the
following figures.
0010 FIG. 1 depicts a system network according to an
embodiment of the invention.

0011

FIGS. 2A-C depict a mobility server according to

an embodiment of the invention.

0012 FIG. 3 depicts a mobility client according to an
embodiment of the invention.

which is based on IEEE 802.11 standards. These are both

well known and established platforms.
0003 Net generation platforms are designed to permit
mobile users to move between cellular and Wi-Fi networks

and include an Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA) standard
that provides a switch controller for carriers to permit users
to transcend between cellular and Wi-Fi networks and

vice-versa. However, the UMA standard has disadvantages
including that the carrier controls the calls and decides if and
when to switch users between networks.

0004 What is needed is an advanced mobile communi
cation platform that provides enterprise level communica
tion and control over users and the networks that they choose
to select based on enterprise driven criteria rather than
carrier driven criteria.

0013 FIGS. 4A-E depict a structure and method for fast
media handoff between Wi-Fi and cellular networks.

0014 FIG. 5A depicts an overview of the rendezvous
calling (RC) architecture.
0015 FIG. 5B depicts message exchanges between the
RS Client and the RC capable Media Communication
Server.

0016 FIG.5CA is a flowchart showing logic employed in
the Media Communication Server for RC processing.
0017 FIG. 6A depicts a system block diagram purposes
of describing a network Stack according to an embodiment
of the invention.

0018 FIG. 6B depicts a system network stack according
SUMMARY

0005 The invention relates, in an embodiment, to a
system for facilitating wireless communication. The system
includes a client device configured to operate in a plurality
of networks. The system includes a server coupled to the
plurality of networks and managed by an enterprise. The
server is configured to store connectivity information of the
client device, to route incoming media data addressed to the
client device using the connectivity information of the client
device, and to route outgoing media data originated from the
client device through the server. The connectivity informa
tion pertains to connectivity of the client device with at least
one network of the plurality of networks.
0006. In one or more embodiments, the invention relates
to a client device. The client device includes a mobility,
manager application module for monitoring connectivity of
the client device to a plurality of networks. The client device
further includes a call control application module for deter
mining whether to trigger a handoff of the client device from

to an embodiment of the invention.

0.019 FIG. 7 depicts an overview of the secure VoIP
deployment for enterprise communication.
0020 FIG. 8 shows, in an embodiment of the invention,
a telecommunication session being established between an
external telecommunication device and a mobility client,
which is within an enterprise.
0021 FIG. 9 illustrates, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, examples of server
functional modules that may be implemented in a mobility
SeVe.

connectivity of the client device to the plurality of networks.
0007 Further, in one or more embodiments, the invention
relates to a method for facilitating wireless communication

0022 FIG. 10 illustrates, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, examples of client
functional modules that may be part of mobility client
application.
0023 FIG. 11 shows, in an embodiment, a simple call
flow showing an establishment of a telecommunication
request initiated by a mobility client within an enterprise.
0024 FIG. 12 illustrates, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, an example of a call
roaming scenario in which a user of a mobility client roams

of a client device. The client device connects with a first

from a Wi-Fi network to a cellular network.

a first radio station to a second radio station based on the
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0.025 FIG. 13 illustrates, in an embodiment of the present
invention, the call flows for the roaming scenario of FIG. 12.
0026 FIG. 14A illustrates, in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the present invention, an example of
a call roaming scenario in which a user of a mobility client
roams from a cellular network back into a Wi-Fi network

managed by an enterprise.
0027 FIG. 14B illustrates, in an embodiment of the
present invention, a call flow that provides the steps for the
handoff that may occur.
0028 FIG. 15A illustrates, in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the present invention, an example of
a call roaming scenario in which a user of a mobility client
roams from a cellular network into a third-party Wi-Fi
network.

0029 FIG. 15B illustrates, in an embodiment of the
present invention, a call flow that provides the steps for the
handoff that may occur.
0030 FIG. 16A illustrates, in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the present invention, a call estab
lishment between two mobility clients.
0031 FIG. 16B illustrates, in an embodiment of the
invention, the call flow for FIG. 16A.

0032 FIG. 17 shows a prior art block diagram of a
transcoder within a carrier-managed gateway.
0033 FIG. 18 shows, in an embodiment, a block diagram
illustrating an arrangement for transcoding.
0034 FIG. 19 illustrates, in accordance with an embodi
ment of the invention, a high level logic block diagram of an
automated rendezvous calling environment.
0035 FIG. 20 shows, in accordance with an embodiment,
the steps taken by a RC (rendezvous calling) server module
in setting up a RC call.
0.036 FIG. 21 shows, in accordance with an embodiment,
a simple call flow involving two teleconference participants.
0037 FIG.22 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, the call flow for setting up the
teleconference using the parameters specified in the example
of FIG. 21, except that the mobility server is now shown to
include as constituent components presence server, call
control, and RC server.

0038 FIG. 23 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, a call flow for a cellular recipient
authentication procedure that takes place when a new tele
phone call is made by a caller to a recipient via the
recipient’s enterprise extension number.
0.039 FIG. 24 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, a call flow that occurs when the
recipient does not answer the cellular call.
0040 FIG. 25 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, a call flow for a cellular recipient
authentication procedure with an allotted authentication
period.
0041 FIG. 26 shows a prior art simple block diagram of
access points connected to different controllers.

0042 FIG. 27 shows a simple prior art block diagram of
access points linked to an interconnected set of controllers.
0043 FIG. 28 shows, in an embodiment of the invention,
a block diagram of a user on a mobility client roaming
between two access points managed by a single controller.
0044 FIG. 29 shows, in an embodiment of the invention,
a block diagram of a user on a mobility client roaming
between two access points that may be managed by two
different controllers.

0045 FIG. 30 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a call flow of a
roaming scenario that does not involve an IP address change
(as discussed in FIG. 28).
0046 FIG. 31 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a call flow of a
roaming scenario that involves IP address change.
0047 FIG. 32 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a buffer scheme.
0048 FIG. 33 shows a prior art logic block diagram in
which a host processor is employed not only to perform the
classification and packet forwarding tasks, but also to per
form other host processing tasks.
0049 FIG. 34 shows a simplified logic block diagram of
a prior art implementation in which network processors are
employed to offload some of the tasks formerly performed
by the host processor of FIG. 33.
0050 FIG.35 shows, in accordance of an embodiment of
the invention, a high level logic block diagram of a VoIP
gateway, which employs FPGAs to provide redundant Eth
ernet processing paths through the VoIP gateway.
0051 FIG. 36, shows in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, the steps taken by the VoIP gateway
of FIG. 35 in processing a packet received.
0052 FIG. 37 show, in accordance to an embodiment of
the present, invention, an example of an UDP port lookup
step of FIG. 36.
0053 FIG. 38 is a prior art representation of a Voice
Over-IP (VoIP) environment in which a STUN (Simple
Traversal of UDP through NAT) server is employed to
facilitate NAT (Network Address Translation) traversal.
0054 FIG. 39 shows a prior art implementation of a
STUN/TURN (Simple Traversal of UDP through NAT/
Traversal Using Relayed NAT) NAT traversal implementa
tion, in which a secured tunnel is implemented between a
STUN/TURN server and a media server.

0055 FIG. 40 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, a generalized NAT traversal
arrangement in which all four types of NAT translations can
be traversed while eliminating the requirement that an
external NAT traversal server be maintained outside of the

enterprise firewall.
0056 FIG. 41 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention a NAT traversal arrangement in
which two ports on a media server is employed to service
media streams to and from two external client devices.

0057 FIG. 42 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, a NAT traversal arrangement in
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which a single MSAP port on a media server is employed to
service media streams to and from two external client
devices.

0.058 FIG. 43 illustrates an example prior art arrange
ment for processing media data during handoffs in wireless
communication.

0059 FIG. 44A illustrates an example prior art handoff
scenario in which a gap may exist in the media data streams
that are being sent by two networks.
0060 FIG. 44B illustrates an example prior art handoff
scenario in which an overlap may exist between the media
data streams that are being sent by two networks.
0061 FIG. 45 illustrates, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, an arrangement for
processing media data during a handoff in wireless commu
nication.

0062 FIG. 46A shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, an architectural block
diagram of a media server and Voice quality engine module.
0063 FIG. 46B shows, in an embodiment, a block dia
gram illustrating an example of a method for generating a
cross-correlated media data set of packets.
0064 FIG. 47 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a flowchart of a
method for processing media data during a handoff of a
mobile telecommunications device between networks.

0065 FIG. 48 shows, in accordance with one or more

embodiments of the present invention, a flowchart of a
method for controlling signal levels of a mobile telecom
munication device during a handoff.
TABLE OF CONTENTS

0.066 A. Architecture
0067 B. Enhancing User Experience in Media Handoffs
0068 C. Automatically Setup of Point-To-Point and
Point-To-Multipoint Multi-Media Conference Calls with
Administrator and User Controlled Rules and Preferences
(Rendezvous Calling)
0069 D. Call Routing Via Recipient Authentication
0070 E. Reducing Data Loss in Media Handoffs
0071) F. Selecting Network Stack Functions in Hardware
For a Media Stream Processing Distributed System
0072 G. Secure Media Communication Across Enter
prise Gateway (NAT/Firewall)
0073 H. Conclusion
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0074 The invention is described with reference to spe
cific apparatus and embodiments. Those skilled in the art
will recognize that the description is for illustration and to
provide the best mode of practicing the invention. For
example, while references are made to certain communica
tion protocols, others are anticipated by the invention. For
instance while Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) is described as a pro
tocol for wireless communication, other protocols may be
implemented in the invention. References made herein to the
mobility client, client device, and mobile equipment (ME)
are equivalent.

0075 Various embodiments are described herein below,
including methods and techniques. It should be kept in mind
that the invention might also cover an article of manufacture
that includes a computer readable medium on which com
puter-readable instructions for carrying out embodiments of
the inventive technique are stored. The computer readable
medium may include, for example, semiconductor, mag
netic, opto-magnetic, optical, or other forms of computer
readable medium for storing computer readable code. Fur
ther, the invention may also cover apparatuses for practicing,
embodiments of the invention. Such apparatus may include
circuits, dedicated and/or programmable, to carry out opera
tions pertaining to embodiments of the invention. Examples
of such apparatus include a general purpose computer and/or
a dedicated computing device when appropriately pro
grammed and may include a combination of a computer/
computing device and dedicated/programmable circuits
adapted for the various operations pertaining to embodi
ments of the invention.

0.076 A. Architecture
0077 FIG. 1 depicts a system network 100 according to
an embodiment of the invention. Mobile equipment (ME)
102 is provided that communicates with the network in a
number of possible ways. ME 102 can communicate with a
cellular network 110 that includes a Base Transceiver Sta

tion (BTS) 112, a BTS Switching Center (BSC) 114 and
Mobile Switching Center (MSC) 116. The MSC is coupled
to a Media Gateway 120 that is coupled to a public switched
telephone network (PSTN) 122. Other conventional public
and private telephones 124 are also coupled to the PSTN. A
PBX 130 is coupled to the PSTN and serves an enterprise for
purposes of making and receiving calls, for example via
telephone 136. Mobility server 150 is coupled to the PBX as
well as other networks. For example, mobility server 150 is
coupled via router 132 to an Internet Protocol Wide Area
Network (WAN) 138. The mobility server 150 is also
coupled via router 140 and firewall 142 to the Internet 144.
The mobility server is also coupled to a local area network
(LAN) with wireless access point 160. One access point is
depicted while the invention anticipates multiple access
points as well. The access point 160 permits a user with ME
102 to wander in the enterprise and stay connected to the
PSTN through the mobility server 150 and PBX 130. If the
user wanders beyond the boundary of the LAN, the user will
be connected to an alternate network (e.g. the cellular
network) as described below in detail. Also depicted is an
access point 180 that is coupled to the internet for access
under certain conditions as described herein.

0078 FIGS. 2A-C depict a mobility server according to
an embodiment of the invention.

0079 Security Manager The definition of security
when two or more entities are communicating involves the
following aspects.
0080) 1. Mutual Authentication of the communicating
entities

0081) 2. Privacy of the communication channel
0082 3. Integrity of messages exchanged
0083) 4. Authentication of messages
0084. In mobility solution in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the present invention, there are three
distinct communicating entities: mobility client, mobility
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server and external VoIP GW. And there are two distinct

types of paths between these entities: SIP signaling path and
Media path.
0085. As described in the Architecture Specification1
the following mechanisms are used to achieve the above
mentioned security aspects between client, server and exter
nal gateway for signaling and data paths:
0086) 1. SIPTLS session between client and server.
0087 2. Client Authentication using SIP Notify after SIP
TLS establishment

0088. 3. Authentication of users with server
0089 4. SIP TLS session between server and external

VoIP Gateway.

0090) 5. Server authentication with external VoIP Gate

for decision making. Interactions between CC and Asterisk
as well as CC and CCM are through standards based SIP
messages.

0.108 2. Proxy Agent/Configuration Manager (PA/CM):
Proxy agent acts as a configuration manager for all the
applications. Call control related information is downloaded
by PA at the time of provisioning or after the disk DR is read
following a system bring up. CC stores the data in RAM for
local/faster access. CC also updates PA of any dynamic
information (e.g. call going active or down), or on demand
information (e.g. SNMP GET)
0109) 3. Resource Manager (RM): Resource manager
provides logical map of the physical/network resources.
These resources include GE port, DSP resources, sockets,
UDP/TCP ports etc and do not include system resources like
memory, buffer pool, timers, queues etc. It also does not

way

include sockets used for internal IPC communication. CC

0091) 6. Secure media path
0092 7. Derived requirements
0093 Use/Device Manager/Mobility Controller The
device and mobility Manager (hereby referred to as DMM)
is a module that handles device configuration and status as
well as the mobility aspects while there is an active call on
a device. The following sections capture the functional and
design specifications of the DMM along with the public
interfaces that it Supports.
0094. Here is a summary of the roles and responsibilities

uses RM for resource CAC, resource reservation and com

of the DMM

0.095

1. Device configuration controlled by the enterprise

administrator.

0096 2. Report status of the device.
0097 3. Image management for the device
0.098 4. Maintain and implement the mobility logic for
handsets with an active call—i.e. handle Wi-Fi to Cell and
Vice-versa handoff.

0099 5. Handles device initialization and configuration
requests from the client.
0100 Control Plane/Call Control Call control (CC) is
the primary control plane module responsible for the fol
lowing functions:
0101 1. Voice over IP call processing
0102 2. SIP proxy server and B2BUA
0103) 3. PSTN. Call management through PSTN GWs
0104 4. PBX feature management through Asterisk
0105 5. Resource and Connection management
0106 Call control module resides on the DN media
switch. It interfaces with the SIP stack and Asterisk (or any
other) PBX module to provide the above mentioned func
tionality.
0107 1. SIP stack (for UA, CCM, and Asterisk etc): SIP
stack is mainly used as protocol message decodefencode
engine. SIP stack also performs basic protocol specific tasks,
like standards based message parsing and validation,
retransmissions, proprietary, message validation etc. For
most of the proxy and B2BUA tasks, SIP stack relies on CC

mit. As part of the commit, RM, talks to media switch to
program hardware to enable media flow.
0110 Media Switch Application (MSA). The MSA will
be designed to run partially on Linux and remaining on
TMS320DM64x DSP processor. The application will per
form the following functions:
0.111 RTP packet processing.
0112 Switching.
0113 Transcoding.
0114 Conferencing.
0115 Adaptive jitter buffer.
0116 Packet loss concealment.
0117 Post processing which includes VAD/CNG and
AGC

0118. The MSA software needs to support encoding/
decoding of different speech codecs. The type of algorithm
and channel can change during run time i.e. a design to
Support multi-channel, multi-algorithm is needed. Each
codec algorithm needs to be reentrant, and the program as
well as data needs to be fully releasable. In order to support
various codecs the following needs to taken into account:
0119 a. Since the DSP has limited on chip data memory
not all data can be placed on-chip all the time in multi
channel, multi-algorithm application. This requires all data
(context and tables) in each algorithm to be relocatable
(between on/off chip memory) during context Switching.
This requires a need to find out the memory stack size as
well as MIPS requirement for each supported codec.
0120 b. A mechanism to exchange messaging between
host and DSP process indicating channel number as well as
codec type along with any other features. The channel
configuration manager needs to open a channel on DSP
indicating type of functionality required. Periodic message
indicating the state of DSP needs to be implemented.
0121 The DSP processor allows the external host to
access the DSP external memory. The DSP has 16 Kbytes of
first level program as well as data memory. The program as
well as data memory share the second level memory of 256
Kbytes. The 16 Mbytes of external memory (SDRAM) is
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available. The shared memory between the two processors
stores the incoming as well as outgoing RTP data. Since the
DSP needs to support N number of channels, this memory
will contain N receive as well as transmit buffers of length
320 bytes each (for video these buffers need to be of 1500
bytes). Data structure for messaging between host and DSP
as well as information needed on per call basis needs to be
defined. The following steps define the DSP functionality:
0122 a. At boot up once the software is downloaded to
DSP (the DSP will indicate the same by writing a predeter
mined value at a fixed memory location to indicate to host
that the software is downloaded).
0123 b. Upon successful download of software, the DSP
will run an internal timer of 10 msec.

0.124. At this time the DSP is polling for channel state
to change to process which is set by the host once the
packet arrives.
0125 c. A start call or open channel command from the
host indicating codec type, data ready as well as call type
(initially only voice) is sent for RX as well as TX direction.
0126 d. Based on channel opened the DSP picks up the
RTP data from the external buffers and performs the DSP
related functionality on those.
0127 e. On the TX side the DSP places encoded data on
the external buffers to be picked up by the TX agent.
0128 FIG.3 depicts a mobile equipment client according
to an embodiment or the invention.

0129. The client software or handset software runs on the
handsets that are compatible with the mobility server. Typi
cally these are dual-mode handsets that have the capability
to provide telephony connection on the cellular network
(CDMA or GSM) as well as IP connection on the LAN
network (wired LAN or wireless LAN).
0130. The software can be also be compiled for a desk
tops/laptops or a PDAS which have a microphone and a
speaker to function as a Softphone.
0131) User Interface
0132) The client user-interface provides the following
functionality:
0133. Setup startup configuration DNS IP addresses,
mobility server URL, Startup user-state (INVISIBLE/
AVAILABLE) security settings
0134) Change user state (INVISIBLE/AVAILABLE)
0135). Add enterprise “buddies” and get their presence
information

(INVISIBLE/AVAILABLE/CALL-IN

PROGRESS)
0136 Display availability status of enterprise “buddies'
and connect to them

0137 User Interface to common enterprise telephony
features

0.138)
0139)
0140
0141

call making
call receiving
call waiting
call forwarding

0.142 call transfer
0.143 multi-party conferencing
0.144 voice-mail notification
0145 missed calls notification
0146 received calls notification
0147 placed calls notification
0.148 number lookup and dial by name
0.149 Manual override to use cellular network instead of
Wi-Fi network

0.150 Display version mismatch
0151 Upgrade request/status
0152 Disable/inhibit client software ISP application is
used to make/receive cellular calls Call-control and voice

0153 Call control for making VoIP calls on LAN inter
face

0154 Voice Engine formating VoIP calls on LAN inter
face—includes codecs echo-cancellation, jitter control, error
concealment

O155 Call handoff from cellular call to VoIP call
0156 Call handoff from VoIP call to cellular call
O157) 802.11
0158) Determine which IP networks are available and
their signal strength and communicate that information to
the server

0159 AP client
0.160 Power management of 802.11 miniport when
ever the signal strength 802.11 is below acceptable thresh
old, hibernate and poll it at infrequent intervals to conserver
power

0.161 Package the signal strength and voice-quality info
into RTCP packets if the call is in progress or in keepalives
if the call is not in progress to communicate to the server.
Whenever the signal strength drops below an acceptable
threshold or the voice-quality deteriorates, the server will
make a decision to switch the calls from VoIP to cellular
network.

0162 Platforms
0.163 Since there are a multitude of handset vendors in
the market and a lot of them coming up with dual-mode
handsets, it is a must to design the Software in Such a way
that most of the code is shared across handsets. Therefore,

the code has to be divided into platform dependent part and
platform independent part. Most, in fact all of the Divitas
core value should be in platform independent part of the
software which should be easily portable from one platform
to another. The platform dependent part should be only the
functional adaptation layers (particularly Telephony, LAN,
802.11, Audio and Display adaptation layers). Whenever the
code is ported to a new platform, only these adaptation
layers need to be modified or rewritten, while providing a
uniform API to the platform independent part.
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0164. The client software will run on multiple handset
platforms. The most prevalent handset platforms are Win
dows(R CE, Linux R, and Symbian R.
0165. In addition to the dual-mode handsets, the client
application is designed to work on 802.11 phones, PDAs or
laptops/desktops which do not have a cellular telephony
interface. On these platforms, a subset of features is avail
able to the user. Basically, the call handoff from VoIP to
cellular will not be possible.
0166 Theory of Operations
0167 Startup and Security Operations
0168 On startup, the client application looks for the
available resources on the handset. It first checks for pres
ence of wired network. If not present, then it checks for the
presence of an 802.11 network. The wired or wireless
medium authentication is done depending on the enterprise
security policy. The handset client shall Support the security
mechanism employed in the enterprise. The most common
security mechanism is WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access). Once
the authentication is done Successfully, the wireless client
gets the IP address for the IP interface using DHCP.
0169. The application gets the mobility server URL and
DNS IP addresses from persistent database and tries to
register with a mobility server.
0170 The client application could be running on a hand
set which is inside the enterprise network. In that case, the
client can reach the mobility server, without any other
security blankets. In case the client is in a public network,
say, a coffee shop or an airport with Wi-Fi internet access,
typically the user sets up a VPN connection to the enterprise.
The client can reach the mobility server only after the VPN
tunnel is setup.
0171 The client application software authenticates the
handset with the server by sending an encrypted certificate
(installed by Enterprise IT) to the server. Once that is
authenticated, the client gets the login/password from the
user or stored in the handset, encrypts that and sends it to the
server for user authentication. On Successful authentication,

the server replies by sending the enterprise phone number. In
reply, the client sends the cellular phone number to the
server. The server binds the two for all future handoff
scenarios.

0172 The signaling and media stream are secured using
SIP/TLS for signaling and SRTP for media stream. How
ever, if the user is on a VPN link, then client need not add

another level of encryption. Adding another level of encryp
tion to that may result in reduced Voice quality. In that case,
SIP is used for signaling and RTP/RTCP for media stream.
0173 The above process is repeated whenever the client
regains network connectivity with the server.
0.174 Steady State Operations
0.175. The user can choose to be INVISIBLE or AVAIL
ABLE at startup by configuring on the GUI and saving that
configuration in the persistent database. The client updates
the user's presence information to the server.
0176) The user can also enter frequently called buddies
within the enterprise and save that configuration in the
persistent database on the handset. The client gets the

presence information (in bulk) of these buddies whether they
are INVISIBLE, AVAILABLE or CALL-IN-PROGRESS.

The server updates the presence information of these bud
dies to the clients as and when the event occurs.

0177. Whenever a call is not in progress, the client and
server exchange keepalives periodically.
0.178 The client sends the network status to the server
periodically. If it is on an 802.11 wireless network, it sends
the SSID, signal-strength and bandwidth of the associated
access point (AP) to the server. If there is a call in progress,
it sends it as part of in-band RTCP packets. If there is no call
in progress, it sends it in out-of-band keepalive messages.
0.179 Whenever a network session is available from the
client to the server, the preferred mode of making and
receiving calls to the client is on the network interface.
However, the user can choose to override it and make the

outgoing calls on the cellular network. This selection is not
communicated to the server and it doesn’t affect the incom

ing calls. This selection is also not stored in persistent
database. The user has to explicitly make the selection every
time he makes an outgoing call.
0180. Whenever a network session is not available from
the client to the server, the only way of making and receiving
calls is on the cellular interface. The user does not have

access to all the enterprise features. The user can make and
receive calls using the client software UI however the client
software provides only a subset of the service provider
features. To use all the features of the cellular service

provider network, the user may have to terminate (or inhibit)
the client software and use the cellular service providers
dialer application. If the service provider application is being
used to make and receive calls, then the handoff described

below in section 3.4.2 will not be possible.
0181. A user has access to all the enterprise features as
long as the client has a session established to the server. The
client GUI is used to provide access to these enterprise
features to the user.

0182 Voice
0183 SIP signaling is used to establish voice calls
between the client and the server. Voice from the audio

receiver is encoded into one of the codecs supposed by Voice
Engine (VE), encapsulated into RTP packets, encrypted if
needed, and sent on the IP interface to the server. Similarly
RTP packets received from server is decrypted if needed
decoded using one of the codecs and played out. Speech
decoding, jitter control and error concealment are done by
VE on the receive side.

0.184 In addition to encryption/decryption, encoding/de
coding of speech, Voice Engine performs error concealment,
jitter control, adaptive packet buffering, Acoustic Echo
Cancellation and Suppression Noise Cancellation and Sup
pression, Automatic Gain Control, Voice Activity Detection,
Comfort Noise Generation.

0185 Roaming
0186. A handset client is a mobile device, unlike the
portable laptops.
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0187 Intra-WLAN Handoff
0188 When a user is in an 802.11 network having a
phone conversation and walks across the building, an AP
handoff could occur viz. the users handset is now associated

with a different AP than the one it was previously associated
with. The AP handoff could occur without IP address change
if the handoff is within the same subnet or to another subnet,

in which case the IP address of the handset changes. If the
IP address changes, then the client needs to register with the
server again. The established calls continue to flow in the
meantime using the old flow information until the Voice
Engine (VE) is communicated of the new IP address. Voice
engine ensures that the RTP stream going out of the client
will have the new IP address when it gets the event.
0189 When a wireless client authenticates using 802.1X,
there are a series of messages sent between the wireless
client and the wireless access point (AP) to exchange
credentials. This message exchange introduces a delay in the
connection process. When a wireless client roams from one
wireless AP to another, the delay to perform 802.1X authen
tication can cause noticeable interruptions in network con
nectivity, especially for time-dependent traffic Such as voice
of video-based data streams. To minimize the delay associ
ated with roaming to another wireless AP, the wireless
equipment can Support PMK caching and pre-authentica
tion.

0190 PMK Caching
0191). As a wireless client roams from one wireless AP to
another, it must perform a full 802.1X authentication with
each wireless AP WPA allows the wireless client and the
wireless AP to cache the results of a full 802.1X authenti
cation so that if a client roams back to a wireless AP with

which it has previously authenticated, the wireless client
needs to perform only the 4-way handshake and determine
new pairwise transient keys. In the Association Request
frame, the wireless client includes a PMK identifier that was

determined during the initial authentication and stored with
both the wireless client and wireless AP's PMK cache
entries. PMK cache entries are stored for a finite amount of

time, as configured on the wireless client and the wireless
AP.

0192 To make the transition faster for wireless network
ing infrastructures that use a switch that acts as the 802.1X
authenticator, the WPA/WPS IE. Update calculates the PMK
identifier value so that the PMK as determined by the
802.1X authentication with the switch can be reused when

roaming between wireless APs that are attached to the same
switch. This practice is known as opportunistic PMK cach
1ng.

0193 Preauthentication
0194 With preauthentication, a WPA wireless client can
optionally perform 802.1X authentications with other wire
less APs within its range, while connected to its current
wireless AP. The wireless client sends preauthentication
traffic to the additional wireless AP over its existing wireless
connection. After preauthenticating with a wireless AP and
storing the PMK and its associated information in the PMK
cache, a wireless client that connects to a wireless AP with

which it has preauthenticated needs to perform only the
4-way handshake.

0.195 WPA clients that support preauthentication can
only preauthenticate with wireless APs that advertise their
preauthentication capability in Beacon and Probe Response
frames.

0196) Wi-Fi-Cellular Handoff
0197) When the user in an 802.11 network having at
phone conversation walks out of the building where there is
no or insufficient 802.11 connectivity, the call is handed over
to cellular network.

0198 The decision to handoff the call is made by the
client. The decision is based on 802.11 signal-strength,
channel loading and Voice-quality thresholds. Once the
decision is made, it is communicated to the server which
initiates a call to the client on the cellular network. The client

checks the caller-id of the incoming call, compares to the
802.11 caller-id, and if there is a match, accepts the cellular
call and drops the 802.11 call leg. On the server side, the
server drops the 802.11 call leg to the client, patches the
cellular call leg to the other talking party.
0199 Cellular-Wi-Fi Handoff
0200 When the user having a phone conversation on
cellular network walks into ant 802.11 network, and the

handset/user can associate itself with a mobility server, then
if the user is talking to another user in the 802.11 network,
the call is handed over to the 802.11 network.

0201 The decision to handoff the call is made by the
client. The decision is based on availability of sufficient
802.11 signal-strength channel loading and Voice quality.
Once the decision is made, it is communicated to the server
which initiates a call to the client on the 802.11 network. The

client checks the caller-id of the incoming call, compares to
the cellular caller-id, and if there is a match, accepts the
802.11 call and drops the cellular call leg. The server drops
the cellular call leg to the client, patches the 802.11 call leg
to the other talking, party.
0202 Power Save
0203) When the handset client is idle on the 802.11
network, the 802.11 miniport goes to sleep. Before going to
sleep it tells the AP that it wishes to go to sleep by setting
the power save bit in the 802.11 header of every frame. The
AP receives the frame, notice the client's wish to enter

power save mode. The AP begins buffering the packets for
the client while the client’s 802.11 miniport is asleep. The
miniport consumes very little power while asleep. It wakes
up periodically to receive regular beacon transmissions
coming from the access point. The power-saving clients
need to wake up at the right time when the beacons are
transmitted to receive the beacons. TSF (Timing Synchro
nization Function) assures AP and power-save clients are
synchronized. TSF timer keeps running when stations are
sleeping. These beacons identify whether sleeping stations
have packets buffered at the AP and waiting for delivery to
their respective destinations.
0204 When there are no incoming beacons for an
extended period of time, the 802.11 miniport is put to sleep.
It periodically wakes up, probes the air for. APs, if there are
none present, it goes back to sleep. In this case, it sleeps for
longer duration than previous case.
0205 Features and advantages of the present invention
may be better understood with reference to the figures and
elaborated discussions that follow.
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0206 Communication is an integral part of society that
enables people to develop and nurture relationships. The
desire to stay connected has led to the proliferation of a
variety of telecommunication services (e.g., cellular service,
Wi-Fi service, VoIP service, land line service, etc.) and
devices (e.g., mobile telephones, multi-mode telephones,
desk telephones, IP telephones, etc.). Generally, enterprises
have implemented a combination of these telecommunica
tion services and devices in order to provide theirs employ
ees with the flexibility and mobility to promote business and
to handle day-to-day activities.
0207. In a typical enterprise the employees may have
desk telephones, which may be associated with extension
numbers, connected to a public switched telephone network
(PSTN) through a private branch exchange (PBX) of the
enterprise. Also, some employees may also have cellular
telephones that can perform voice and/or data communica
tion through a cellular network, such as a GSM, CDMA, or
UMTS network. Further, some employees may employ IP
telephones that are able to connect to the Internet through a
wireless local area network (e.g., wireless LAN based on
one or more IEEE 802.11 standards) to perform voice and/or
data communication. In addition, some employees may also
have multi-node telephones, which are capable of perform
ing voice and/or data communication through two or more
communication networks. In an example, multi-mode tele
phones may have the capability to connect through both a
cellular network and the Internet (via a wireless access
point).
0208 Enterprises may implement such a multi-network
arrangement in an attempt to increase accessibility to theirs
employees, thus facilitating communication both internally
and with third parties. Unfortunately the differences and
even incompatibilities between different networks and
devices have introduced new problems for enterprises.
0209 Consider the situation wherein, for example, an
enterprise employee may be away from his desk telephone.
Thus, the employee may be unreachable through his desk
telephone extension number and incoming calls may be
routed to his voicemail. Consequently, a caller may have the
option of leaving a message on the employee's voicemail,
redialing the telephone number at a later time, and/or
attempting to reach the employee on an alternative number.
The inability to make contact with the employee may cause
significant inconvenience to the caller, resulting in an unsat
isfactory telephone experience and may even result in loss of
businesses to the enterprise.
0210. In an attempt to address the inaccessibility issue, an
enterprise may implement a multi-network arrangement. In
an implementation of the multi-network arrangement, an
employee with a desk telephone extension number may have
the option of call forwarding incoming calls to a specific
telephone number. Thus, even though the incoming calls
may be call forwarded to a multi-mode telephone, which
may be associated with multiple network services, the
incoming call may only be call forwarded via a specific
network as dictated by the specific telephone number pro
vided. Such model does not scale for large deployment. In
an example, if the specific telephone number is associated
with a cellular telephone number then the call forwarding
will be performed through a cellular network even if a less
expensive Wi-Fi network may be available. Similarly, if the

specific telephone number is associated with a Wi-Fi tele
phone number, then the call forwarding will be performed
through a Wi-Fi network. However, the employee may still
be unreachable if a Wi-Fi network is not available or the

employee is not currently connected to the Wi-Fi network.
Thus, even though the more expansive cellular network may
be available, incoming calls forwarded to a Wi-Fi telephone
number are not able to take advantage of the cellular
network.

0211 Besides call forwarding, the enterprise may also
incorporate next generation mobile communication stan
dards that allow multi-mode telephone users to move
between cellular and Wi-Fi networks. The standards include

an Unlicensed Mobile Access (UMA) standard that specifies
switching control schemes for the carriers of the cellular
network to enable multi-mode telephone users to roam
between the cellular and Wi-Fi networks.

0212 Generally, the implementation of equipment (e.g.,
networking equipment and multi-mode telephones) based on
the UMA standard may be significantly different by different
vendors. Thus, a UMA server that is operated by a carrier
may be compatible with a limited set of equipment brands
and/or models. As a result, an enterprise that implements a
UMA solution provided by a carrier may be faced with
limited choices in selecting network equipments and multi
mode telephones. In addition, the flexibility to change
carrier may now be dependent upon the enterprises willing
ness to expend additional resources to purchase new equip
ments (e.g., network equipment and multi-mode tele
phones). The fact that the voice operation control is only
within the carrier space it is not desirable for an enterprise.
0213 Since a UMA solution is provided by a carrier, an
enterprise may have to rely on the carrier of the cellular
network to manage the cellular telephone usage and may
have little or no direct control over related policy, service,
usage, security, and/or privacy. In an example, the carrier
controls the telephone calls and decides if and when switch
ing between networks may occur. Thus, the enterprise may
not be able to steer the usage from the more expensive
cellular service to the less expensive Wi-Fi service, even if
the user has access to the Wi-Fi network.

0214. In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, there is provided a wireless communication sys
tem solution that may be implemented by an enterprise. In
accordance with one aspect of the present invention, the
inventors herein realized that although an enterprise's com
munication needs may be addressed by different Solutions,
there is not an integrated approach in which the enterprise
retains control of its telecommunication solution. Embodi
ments of the invention enable the wireless communication

system to provide an integrated Solution by including a
mobility server, which may be internally managed by the
enterprise, and a mobility client, which may interact with the
mobility server.
0215. In this document, various implementations may be
discussed using Voice telecommunication requests/sessions
as an example. This invention, however, is not limited to
Voice telecommunication requests/sessions and may be
employed for telecommunication requests/sessions that may
be related to real time media transfer. Examples, of real-time
media may include but are not limited to, telephone call,
instant messaging, email, video transmission, and the like.
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0216. As discussed herein, a mobility server refers to a
computer system that may manage and/or control both
incoming and outgoing media traffic through the enterprise.
In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility server may
be connected with a plurality of networks. The plurality of
networks may be implemented based on different commu
nication standards and may include a wireless local area
network (wireless LAN) managed by the enterprise. The
plurality of networks may be further expanded to include
one or more cellular networks operated by carriers and
wireless LANs managed by third patties. In addition, the
mobility server may be independent of hardware platforms
implemented by the plurality of networks.
0217. In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility
server may interact with a mobility client, which may be
configured to operate in the plurality of networks. As dis
cussed herein, a mobility client refers to a telecommunica
tion device that includes mobility client software. The
telecommunication device (e.g., mobile telephones, multi
mode telephones, desk telephones, IP telephones, etc.) may
be of different brand and/or models. In an embodiment, the

mobility client may be a multi-mode telecommunication
device capable of operating on a plurality of networks.
0218. In an embodiment, the wireless communication
system solution may also work with a single mode telecom
munication device. For a single node telecommunication
device, the telecommunication device may have mobility
client software downloaded onto the telecommunication

device making the device a mobile-enabled telecommuni
cation device capable of interacting with the mobility server.
In other words, even though the single mode telecommuni
cation device is incapable of roaming between networks, the
single mode telecommunication may still benefit from the
advantages offered by the wireless communication system
Solution, Such as Smoother transition between access points
(if an IP telephone), a better voice quality experience, and
call forwarding.
0219. In an embodiment, the mobility client may be
configured to be associated with a contact number Such as,
for example, an extension number of an enterprise S main
telecommunication line. The mobility client may include
client functional modules, which may interact with server
functional modules. The client functional modules of the

mobility client may be implemented on the application layer
of the open systems interconnection (OSI), architecture.
Accordingly, the client functional modules may be indepen
dent of the operating system of the mobility client. For
example, the operating system of the mobility client may be
Windows(R, CE, Windows(R Mobile, Linux(R), or Symbian R.
0220. In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility
server may include mobility server software, which may
include a plurality of server functional modules, such as a
mobility, manager server module, a call control server
module, a presence manager server module, a server man
agement module, a database manager module, a policy
manager module, a proxy protocol server module, a PBX
interface module, a resource manager module, a data pro
tocol/data transaction server module, a SIP stack module, a

Socket module, and a media manager module and Voice
quality, engine module. In an embodiment of the invention,
the mobility client may include mobility client software,
which may include a plurality of client functional modules,

Such as a user interface module, a native application module,
a mobility manager client module, a call control client
module, a presence manager client module, a proxy protocol
server module, a data protocol/data transaction client mod
ule, a voice engine module, and a wrapper module. The
mobility server application may interact with the mobility
client application to handle different telecommunication
functions, such as managing telecommunication requests,
validating user, performing handoff between the plurality of
networks during roaming, modulating real-time media qual
ity (e.g., voice quality, data transfer etc.), and the like.
0221) In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility
server may be configured to store network connectivity
intimation about the mobility client. By using the network
connectivity of the mobility client, the mobility server may
be configured to route incoming telecommunication requests
to the mobility client. The mobility server may also be
configured to establish outgoing telecommunication
requests from the mobility client using the network connec
tivity information about the mobility client. The incoming
and outgoing telecommunication requests may include Voice
and/or data requests.
0222 By interacting with the mobility server, a mobility
client may now seamlessly roam among the plurality of
networks (e.g., cellular network, Wi-Fi networks. PSTN,
etc.) with minimal interruptions (e.g., dropped calls, loss of
Voice quality, background noise, echo, etc.). Therefore,
employees of the enterprise may be easily reached through
mobility clients. Thus, the enterprise may resolve its acces
sibility issue without implementing a third party solution,
such as a UMA server.

0223 Since all incoming and outgoing telecommunica
tion requests may now be routed through an internal mobil
ity server, the enterprise may now take control of its tele
communication function. With control, the enterprise may
be able to ensure secured and legitimate access to its data.
Further, with control, the enterprise may be able to increase
a user's experience by routing telecommunication sessions
through one or more of the available plurality of networks to
prevent a disrupted telecommunication session, to prevent
data lost, and/or to minimize degradation of data quality. In
addition, with control, the enterprise may manipulate its
telecommunication usage cost by routing telecommunica
tion sessions through less expensive available networks.
Accordingly, the enterprise now can balance cost, quality,
and security while providing a mobile communication sys
tem solution.

0224. In an embodiment, a plurality of mobility servers
may be deployed at a plurality of sites at the enterprise to
reduce tromboning, or routing telecommunication request
back and fourth. The plurality of mobility servers may be
connected thorough a virtual private network that is man
aged by the enterprise. The benefit of a plurality of mobility
servers may include a reduction in unnecessary telecommu
nication session delays and inefficient use of network
SOUC.

0225. The features and advantages of the present inven
tion may be better understood with reference to the figures
and discussions that follow.

0226 FIG. 8 shows, in an embodiment of the invention,
a telecommunication session being established between an
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external telecommunication device and a mobility client,
which is within an enterprise. As discussed herein, a tele
communication device refers to a device that may be
employed to send media packets. Examples of telecommu
nication devices include, but are not limited to, cellular

telephones, desk telephones, multi-mode telephones, IP tele
phones, and the like. As discussed herein, a mobility client

refers to a telecommunication device that has installed

mobility client application.
0227 Consider the situation wherein, for example, an
individual on an external telephone is trying to establish a
telecommunication session with an individual on a mobility
client. Unlike the prior art, the user of an outside telephone
802 does not have to know multiple telephone numbers in
order to make contact with the intended receiving party of
the telecommunication request. Instead, the user of outside
telephone 802 now only needs access to a single telephone
number. In an example, user of outside telephone 802 dials
an enterprise 800's main line and an extension number to
reach the intended receiving, party.
0228. The telecommunication request by the user of
outside telephone 802 may traverse through a carrier net
work 860 (as illustrated by a leg 830) to connect with a user
of a mobility client 816 within enterprise 800.
0229 Enterprise 800 may have a wireless communica
tion system, which may include at least a mobility server
818 and mobility client 816. Through an IP network 812,
such as an intranet, mobility server 818 may be connected
with a wireless local area network represented by Wi-Fi
network 814 (or access point 814). Also, through IP network
812 and a private branch exchange 810 (PBX810), mobility
server 818 may be connected with carrier network 860
and/or a cellular network 862 which in turn may be con
nected with external telecommunication devices, such as

outside telephone 802 that is outside a firewall 820 of
enterprise 800. Further, through firewall 820, mobility server
818 may be connected with an Internet 850, which may be
connected with various other networks. Mobility server 818,
IP network 812, firewall 820, PBX 810, and Wi-Fi network

814 are managed by enterprise 800.
0230. As mentioned above, the wireless communication
system may further include mobility client 816 that may be
utilized by at employed of enterprise 800. Mobility client
816 may be associated with a set of contact numbers (e.g.,
land line telephone number, IP address, extension number,
cellular telephone number, etc.), which include at least one
contact number. The method of associating mobility client
816 to a set of contact numbers may be performed by a
number of methods, for example, a subscriber identity
module (SIM) that is well known in the art.
0231. In an embodiment, the telecommunication request
may first be received internally within enterprise 800 by
PBX810 (as shown by a leg 832). PBX810 may then route
the telecommunication request through an internal IP net
work 812 (e.g., intranet) to mobility server 818 (as shown by
a leg 834). In an embodiment, communication between PBX
810 and mobility server 818 may be packet-based commu
nication.

0232. In an embodiment, mobility client 816 may first
register with mobility server 818 upon activation. In this
scenario, since mobility client 816 is currently located

within enterprise 800, mobility client 816 has registered
with mobility server via Wi-Fi network 814. Once mobility
server 818 has received the registration information from
mobility client 816 and has verified that mobility client 816
is a valid and subscribed device, mobility, server 816 may
accept incoming and outgoing telecommunication request to
and from mobility client 816.
0233 Since mobility client 816 has already registered
with mobility server 818 via Wi-Fi network 814, mobility
server 818 knows to forward the incoming telecommunica
tion request back through IP network 812 to reach mobility
client 816 at Wi-Fi access point 814 (as shown by a leg 836).
0234 Since the telecommunication request is routed
through mobility server 818, enterprise 800 may be able to
manage its telecommunication intra stricture. For example,
enterprise 800 may be able to screen incoming telecommu
nication request, Verify and validate user's access, monitor
duration of the telecommunication session and the like.

0235. In an embodiment, mobility server 818 is a server
that manages all incoming and outgoing telecommunication
sessions. In other words, media traffic (e.g., media packets)
may be routed to mobility server 818 before being for
warded to a final destination (e.g., mobility client 816 or
outside telephone 802). Mobility server 818 may include
mobility server application, which may include a plurality of
server functional modules. With mobility server application,
mobility server 818 may now manage the enterprise's tele
communication infrastructure.

0236 FIG. 9 illustrates, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, examples of server
functional modules that may be implemented in mobility
server 818 of FIG. 8. Server functional modules may
include, but are not limited to, a server management module
906, a database manager module 908, a policy manager
module 910, a presence manager server module 912, a PP,
server module 914, a PBX I/F module 918, a call control

server module 920, a mobility manager server module 922,
a resource manager module 924, a DP/DX server module
926, a SIP server module 930, a socket pervert module 932,
and a media server and Voice quality engine module 934.
0237) Server management module 906 may be config
ured to provide a user interface for managing and/or moni
toring communication media traffic, users, communication
services, and telecommunication devices (such as mobility
client 816 of FIG. 8). The user interface may include a
web-based interface.

0238) Database (DB) manager module 908 may be con
figured to manage one or more databases accessed by
mobility server 818 while saving, data and/or retrieving
data. In an example, mobility server 818 may employ
database 908 to compare a contact number in a telecommu
nication request against a list of contact numbers to deter
mine which mobility client may be associated with the
incoming contact number. Further, DB manager module 908
may perform other database management tasks such as, for
example, data back-up, data recovery, and database update
0239 Policy manager module 910 may be configured to
enforce policy defined by enterprise 800. The policy may
include, but are not limited to, telecommunications session

privileges, ability to roam, availability of communication
service features, and the like.
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determine whether or not to establish a telecommunication

0247 SIP server module 93.0 may represent a protocol
message decodefencode engine. SIP server module 93.0 may
also performs basic protocol specific tasks Such as, for
example, standards based message parsing and validation,
retransmissions, proprietary message validation, etc.
0248 Socket server module 932 may provide an interface
for communicating between various modules and is typi
cally part of the operating systems on which mobility server
818 may run. In FIG. 9, server functional modules shown
above socket server module 932 may be configured for
signaling; the server functional module shown below server

session between mobility client 816 of FIG. 8 and another

quality engine module 934 may be configured for managing

0240 Presence manager server module 912 may be con
figured to receive and store a user's presence state from a
mobility client such as mobility client 816 of FIG. 8 and/or
a mobility manager server module 922. Examples of a user's
presence state may include, but are not limited to, online,
idle, busy, offline, receiving, text only, Voice only, Voice
message only, and the like. The user's presence state may be
viewable by other parties. The user's presence state may be
employed to establish willingness to participate in incoming
telecommunication request. Thus, the user's presence State
may be employed by call control server module 920 to
telecommunication device.

0241 PP server module 914 may represent a proxy
protocol software for interacting with an application server
904 (which may be external to mobility server 818) and
translating between generic data applications across differ
ence platforms. Example of Such generic data applications
may include non-voice applications such as email and
instant messaging.
0242 PBX I/F module 918, or PBX interface module
918, may be configured to enable mobility server 818 to
interface with PBX 810.

0243 Call control server module 920 may be a control
plane module responsible for functions pertaining data com
munication establishment (e.g., voice calls or audio/video/
information streaming). The functions may include, but are
not limited to, VoIP call processing, SIP (session initiation
protocol) proxy server and back-to-back SIP user agent
(B2BUA). PSTN call management through PSTN gateways,
PBX feature management, and resource and connection
management.

0244 Mobility manager server module 922 may be con
figured to receive and store connectivity information from a
mobility client such as mobility client 816 (shown in FIG. 8)
when a telecommunication session is established. The con

nectivity information may include strength of signals
received by the mobility client. The connectivity informa
tion may be employed to determine when and how to
connect the mobility client. Mobility manager server module
922 may also maintain mobility logic for determining,
whether to let the mobility client perform a handoff.
0245 Resource manager module 924 may be configured
to communicate with media server and Voice quality engine
module 934 to determine if there is sufficient resource for

establishing data communication (e.g., voice calls or audio/
Video/information streaming). Also, resource manager mod
ule 924 may forward to mobility manager server module 922
status data about the quality of the telecommunication
session received from media server and Voice quality engine

socket server module 932, i.e., media server and voice

voice and data traffic.

0249 Media server and voice quality engine module 934
may, be configured to monitor and handle IP packets (e.g.,
Voice packets), decode and encode data (e.g., voice), and
encryption and decryption of secure transmission of data. In
an embodiment, media server and Voice quality engine
module 934 may be implemented on stand-alone hardware.
In an embodiment media server and Voice quality engine
module 934 may also be configured to detect imminent
handoffs to a cellular network based on lack of arrival of a

number of consecutive IP packets.
0250). In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine module 9)34 may include a transcoder. As discussed
herein a transcoder refers to software that can encode and/or

decode data packet into different media data formats (e.g.,
GSM, G.711. G.729, etc.). In the prior art, transcoding may
be performed by either a carrier-managed gateway or a
telecommunication device. If the transcoding is performed
by the carrier-managed gateway, there may be inefficient use
of network resource. In an example, cellular data packet
(e.g., GSM) being sent to telecommunication device in an IP
network (e.g., Wi-Fi) may first have to be converted into an
IP-enabled format (e.g., G.711). Since G.711 format files are
of low-compression, the G.711 format files may require a
higher bandwidth. If the transcoding is performed by the
telecommunication device, which needs to have transcoding
capability, the user of the telecommunication device may be
burdened with the configuration requirements.
0251 However, by integrating a transcoder into media
server and Voice quality engine module 934, communication
is not limited by media data format. Instead, mobility server
may now accept different media data format and convert the
data packets into format that may be acceptable by the
telecommunication device. As a result, high compression
data format may now be more extensively employed to
promote efficient utilization of network resource. In addi
tion, the burden of transcoding is no longer the responsibility

module 934

of the telecommunication device.

0246 DP/DX server module 92.6 may represent data
protocol/data transaction function for secure communication
between mobility server 818 and mobility client 816 of FIG.
8. For example, the secure communication may include
transmission of the user's presence state and the network
connectivity information from mobility client 816FIG. 8 to
server presence manager server module 912 and mobility
manager server module 922, respectively. The secure com
munication may also include transmission of the mobility
client's registration information, communication status,
handoff signals, etc.

0252) Referring back to FIG. 8, mobility client 816 may
include mobility client application, which may include a
plurality of client functional modules, in an embodiment.
Mobility client application may be downloaded onto mobil
ity client 816 to enable mobility client 816 to manage its
own telecommunication needs. The mobility client applica
tion may be downloaded to mobility client 816 by the user
of mobility client 816 through well-known media such as,
for example, the Internet or optical storage media. In addi
tion, the mobility client application may enable mobility
client 816 to interact with mobility server 818 in order to
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create an environment that will satisfy the telecommunica
tion needs of user of mobility client 816
0253 FIG. 10 illustrates, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, examples of client
functional modules that may be part of mobility client
application. Mobility client 816 may include both device
specific modules and client functional modules. Device
specific modules are operating system functional modules
that may be provided by the operating system of the mobility
client 816. Operating system functional modules may
include a socket client module 1004, a TAPI (telephony
application programming interface) module 1060, a WLAN
(wireless local area network) manager module 1006, a cell
data manager module 1008, and a GUI (graphical user
interface) toolkit module 1010. Client functional modules
may include, but are not limited to, a user interface module
1082, a native applications 1094, a mobility manager client
module 1096, a call control client module 1098, a presence
manager client module 1050, a PP client module 1052, a
DP/DX client module 1054, a wrapper module 1056, a SIP
client module 1068, a voice engine module 1070, and a
XMPP (extensible messaging and presence protocol) parser
module 1072.

0254 User interface module 1082 may be configured to
display features and configuration options to the user and to
receive user input. User interface module 1082 may also be
configured to interact with other client functional modules
such as, for example, mobility manager client module 1096
and call control client module 1098.

0255 Native applications module 1094 may include
applications that can take advantage of connectivity but will
need to be agnostic of the connectivity method used such as,
for example, a CRAM application or database client.
0256 Mobility manager client module 1096 may be
configured to receive and evaluate current state of connec
tivity with information Such as signal strength data and other
parameters to make handoff decisions. Criteria for the hand
off decisions may be received and stored in mobility man
ager client module 1096 when mobility client 816 registers
with mobility server 818 (shown in FIG. 8). The criteria may
relate to signal strength, channel loading, voice quality,
and/or data transmission quality.
0257 Call control client module 1098 may be configured
to interact with user interface module 1082 and to manage
outgoing and incoming data (including outgoing and incom
ing voice calls) of mobility client 816. For outgoing data,
user interface module 1082 may provide instructions to call
control client module 1098, and then call control client

module 1098 may manage other client functional modules to
initiate the outgoing data. For incoming data, call control
client module 1098 may instruct user interface module 1082
to inform the user of mobility client 816 of the incoming
data. In response, through interface 1082, the user may
provide instructions to call control client module 1098
regarding the incoming data Such as picking up or diverting
an incoming call.
0258 Presence manager client module 1050 may be
configured to indicate the user's presence state, which
presence manager server module 912 of mobility server 818
(shown in FIG. 8) may employ to manage incoming call.
The user of mobility client 818 may configure the user's

presence State using, user interface module 1082. Examples
of a user's presence state may include, but are not limited to,
online, idle, busy, offline, receiving, text only, Voice only,
Voice message only, and the like.
0259 PP client module 1052 may represent proxy pro
tocol for communicating with PP server module 914 of
mobility server 818 (shown in FIG. 8).
0260 DP/DX client module 1054 may represent data
protocol/data transaction function for secure communication
with DP/DX server module 926 of mobility server 818
(shown in FIG. 8).
0261) Wrapper module 1056 may represent application
programming interface (API) that may enable the above
mentioned client functional modules of mobility client 816
to interact with operation system functional modules Such
as, for example, telephony application interface protocol
1060 (TAPI 1060) for telephony services. As mentioned
above, operating system functional modules are device
specific modules that may pre-exist in the operating system
of mobility client 816. Wrapper module 1056 may enable the
aforementioned client functional modules to be imple
mented independent of the operating system (e.g., Win
dows(R CE, Windows(R) Mobile, Linux(R), or Symbian R) of
mobility client 816. Unlike the prior art, the client functional
modules are not dependent upon the operating system since
the client functional modules may be implemented on the
application layer of the OSI architecture.

0262. In one or more embodiments, the possible client
functional modules may further include one or more of SIP
client module 1068, voice engine module 1070, and XMPP
parser module 1072.
0263) SIP client module 1068 may be configured to
interact with SIP server module 930 of mobility server 818
(shown in FIG. 8) for call signaling such as, for example,
inviting, OK, and acknowledgement messages between
mobility client 816 and mobility server 818 of FIG. 8.
0264 Voice engine module 1070 may be configured to
provide one or more of encoding, decoding, echo cancella
tion, jitter control, and error concealment.
0265 XMPP parser module 1072 may be configured to
enable messaging services.
0266 Referring back to FIG. 8, a similar type of con
nection may be performed by mobility server 818 when the
user of mobility client 816 initiates the telecommunication
request. The telecommunication request may first be sent to
mobility server 818 via Wi-Fi network 814 and IP network
812. Mobility server 818 may first verify the legitimacy of
the user who is making the telecommunication request. If the
user is not a registered user, mobility server 818 may
terminate the request. If the user is a registered user, mobility
server 818 may next verify the contact number. Upon
identifying the contact number as an external number,
mobility server 818 may forward the telecommunication
request to PBX 810. Upon receiving the request, PBX 810
may dial the contact number to request carrier network 860
to make contact with the user at outside telephone 802.
0267 To better illustrate the scenario, FIG. 11 shows, in
an embodiment, a simple call flow showing an establishment
of a telecommunication request initiated by mobility client
816. FIG. 11 will be discussed in relation to FIGS. 8,9, and
10.
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0268. At a first step 1100, the user of mobility client 816
may send a SIP invite to mobility server 818. In an embodi
ment, to send a SIP invite, user of mobility client 816 may
employ a user interface module 1082 to enter in a contact
number for outside telephone 802. Once the telecommuni
cation request has been entered, call control client module
1098 may be initiated. Call control client module 1098 may
interact with mobility manager client module 1096 to deter
mine the best method for reaching mobility server 818.
Mobility manager client module 1096 ay check the user's
connectivity status and determine the network through
which connection may be made. In an example, since
mobility client 816 has registered with mobility server 818
via Wi-Fi network 814, mobility manager client module
1096 may determine, based on registration information, that
the user is currently on a Wi-Fi network and that call control
client module 1098 may request for a Wi-Fi connection.
Since call control client module 1098 is aware that a Wi-Fi

connection may be made via SIP call control client module
1098 may access SIP client (library) module 1068 via
wrapper module 1056. SIP client module 1068 may send a
SIP invite through socket client module 1004 to mobility
Server 818.

0269. If mobility manager 1096 determines that the user
of mobility client 816 has not yet registered, then the
telecommunication request may be sent to TAPI module
1060 via wrapper module 1056. TAPI module 1060 may
then forward the telecommunication request through cellular
network 862 to reach PBX810. PBX810 may then forward
the telecommunication request through network 812 reach
mobility server 818.
0270. Note that if a user of mobility client 816 is within
an enterprise environment, mobility client 816 may have
already automatically registered with mobility server 818.
The situation in which mobility client 816 is not registered
may usually occur when a telecommunication session is
requested while the user of mobility client 816 is outside of
enterprise 800.
0271. Upon receiving the SIP invite, mobility server 818
may verify the contact number. In order to perform the
verification of the contact number, the SIP invite is for
warded to call control server module 920 via socket server

module 932 and SIP server module 930. Upon receiving the
contact number, call control server module 920 may interact
with resource manager module 924 of mobility server 818 to
confirm if there is enough network resource (e.g., radio
frequency resource, traffic channel, etc.) for Supporting the
call.

0272. In addition, call control server module 920 may
then check with DB manager module 908 to determine how
the contact number should be handled. The DB manager
module 908 may determine that the contact number, which
is associated with outside telephone 802, is not registered
with mobility server 818.
0273) Referring back to FIG. 11, at a next step 1102, call
control server module 920 of mobility server 818 may send
the SIP invite to PBX 810 through PBX interface module
918. In response, at a next step 1104, PBX 810 may send a
ring back signal to mobility server 818, which in turn may
forward the signal to mobility client 816 so it can ring back
to the user, at a next step 1106.
0274) In addition, at a next step 1108, PBX 810 may
translate the SIP invite to a dialing request and dial the

contact number associated with outside telephone 802 to
reach carrier network 860. At a next step 1110, carrier
network 86.0 may perform the switch to forward the tele
communication request to outside telephone 802.
0275 Upon responding to the incoming telecommunica
tion request, user of outside telephone 802 may pick up
outside telephone 802. At a next step 1112, outside telephone
802 may send a message back to carrier network 860
indicating that outside telephone 802 has been picked up.
0276 Once a connection has been established between
the carrier network and outside telephone 802, at a next step
1114, carrier network 860 may send the message to PBX
810. PBX 810 may then translates the message to a SIP OK
message and may send the SIP OK message through PBX
interface module 918 to call control server module 920 of

mobility server 818, at a next step 1116. Before forwarding
the SIP OK message to mobility client 816, call control
server module 920 may interact with resource manager
module 924 to request for resource allocation. Resource
manager module 924 may interact with media server and
voice quality engine module 934 of mobility server 818 to
determine the amount of resources that may need to be
allocated. In an embodiment, resource allocation may
depend upon the telecommunication session media require
ments (e.g., text, voice, video, etc.).
0277. At a next step 1118, mobility server 818 may
forward the SIP OK message to mobility client 816. In an
example, call control server module 920 may forward the
SIP OK message to mobility client 816 through SIP server
module 930 and socket server module 932. At mobility
client 816, the received SIP OK message may flow from
Socket client module 1004 to SIP client module 1068

through wrappers module 1056 to call control client module
1098.

0278. Upon receiving the SP OK message, call control
client module 1098 of mobility client 816, at a next step
1120, may send a SIP Acknowledge (SIPACK) message to
mobility server 818. The SIP ACK message may, be sent
along the similar path as the SIP invite message. At a next
step 1122, call control server module 920 of mobility server
818 may send the SIP ACK message to PBX810. At a final
step 1124, a telecommunication session may be established
between mobility client 816 and outside telephone 802. The
telecommunication session includes two connections (i.e.,
leg 1126 and leg 1128). Leg 1126 may be between outside
telephone 802 and mobility server 818 via carrier network
860, PBX 810, and IP network 812. Leg 1128 may be
between mobility client 816 and mobility server 818 via IP
network 812 and Wi-Fi network 814. With this method, all

telecommunication traffic between mobility client 816 and
outside telephone 802 are handled by mobility server 818.
0279 Referring back to FIG. 8, a telecommunication
session is active between the user of outside telephone 802
and the user of mobility client 816. FIG. 12 illustrates, in
accordance with one or more embodiments of the present
invention, an example of a roaming scenario in which the
user of mobility client 816 roams from Wi-Fi network 814
to cellular network 862.

0280. During the telecommunication session, the user of
mobility client 816 may begin to move away from enterprise
800 (as indicated by a path 1202) and the signal level and
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Voice quality may begin to degrade as user of mobility client
816 moves away from Wi-Fi network 814. Also, user of
mobility client 816 may be roaming into an area that is
supported by cellular network 862.
0281. During the transition period, mobility server 818
and mobility client 816 may be monitoring the signal
strength received from Wi-Fi network 814. In an embodi
ment, signal level quality may be monitored by mobility
manager client module 1096 within mobility client 816.
Mobility manager client module 1096 may continuously
share the signal level data by sending data through DP/DX
client module 1054 and DP/DX server module 926 to

mobility manager server module 922 within mobility server
818. As the signal strength degrades, mobility manager
server module 922 and mobility manager client module
1096 may inform call control server modules 920 and call
control client modules 1098, respectively, to expect a new
network connection. In an example, a new connection
between mobility client 816 and cellular network 862 may
be established. In an embodiment, the current connection

between mobility client 816 and Wi-Fi network 814 may be
maintained for a temporary period of time until a handoff has
occurred.

0282. Once the signal strength of Wi-Fi network 814 has
degraded below a pre-defined threshold that may be estab
lished by enterprise 800, the connection with Wi-Fi network
814 may be dropped and cellular network 862 may replace
Wi-Fi network 814 as the primary network. The media traffic
may now flow from outside telephone 802 to carrier network
860 (leg 830) to PBX 810 (leg 832). PBX 810 may then
forward the media traffic to mobility server 818 through IP
network 812 (leg 834). Mobility server 818 may then
forward the media traffic through IP network 812 to PBX
810 (a leg 1204) to carrier network 860 (a leg 1206). From
carrier network 860, the media traffic may be forwarded to
cellular network 862 (a leg 1208) to arrive at mobility client
816 (a leg 1210).
0283 FIG. 13 illustrates, in an embodiment of the present
invention, a call flow for the roaming scenario of FIG. 12.
An established connection 1302 between outside telephone
802 and mobility client 816 via mobility server 818 may
exist. Established connection 1302 may include two legs
1304 and 1306. Leg 1304 is associated with the connection
between outside telephone 802 and mobility server 818. In
an example, outside telephone 802 may be connected to
mobility server 818 via carrier network 860 and PBX 810.
Leg 1306 may be associated with the connection between
mobility client 816 and mobility server 818. In an example,
mobility client 816 may be connected to mobility server 818
via Wi-Fi network 814.

0284. At a next step 1308, data about the connectivity
status of mobility client 816 may be continuously commu
nicated to mobility server 818. As the user of mobility client
816 begins to roam away from Wi-Fi network 814, at a point
1310, one or more criteria for handoff are met, and at least

one of mobility client 816 and mobility server 818 may
determine that a handoff need to be perform. The one or
more criteria may be configured by enterprise 800 and may
be stored in mobility client 816 and/or mobility server 818.
The criteria may include, but are not limited to, signal
strength, channel loading, and/duality of communication.
0285). At a next step 1312, mobility server 818 may
initiate a handoff by setting up a connection with PBX 810.

In preparation for the handoff, mobility server 818 may also
begin buffering the incoming media packets from mobility,
client 816 and outside telephone 802. Buffering may occur
in anticipation of packets not being received either party.
During the transition period, legs 1304 and 1306 of estab
lished connection 1302 are still being maintained and media
packets are still being sent to the two parties (i.e., mobility
client 816 and outside telephone 802).
0286 At a next step 1314, mobility server 818 may send
a SIP invite message to PBX 810. The SIP invite message
includes a cellular number that is associated with mobility
client 816. At a next step 1316, PBX 810 may translate the
SIP invite message into a cellular call to cellular network
862. At a next step 318, PBX 810 may send a ring tone back
to mobility server 818.
0287. At a next step 1320, cellular network may connect
with mobility client 816. At this point, two connections have
been established between mobility client 816 and mobility
server 818 To notify mobility server 818 that a second
connection has been established through cellular network
862, mobility client 816 may send a signal each through
each network connection (i.e., cellular network and Wi-Fi
network), in an embodiment. Two signals may be sent, in an
embodiment, to ensure that mobility server 818 receives the
request to Switch in a timely manner. In an example,
mobility client 816 may send a first signal (path 1322)
through the Wi-Fi connection and a second signal through
the cellular network to mobility server 818 (path 1324). In
response, mobility server 818 may send mobility client 816
an acknowledgement through both network connections.
0288 The switch to the new cellular connection may be
performed by either mobility server 818 and/or mobility
client 816, in an embodiment (point 1326). Accordingly
connection between mobility client 816 and outside tele
phone 802 is now through a cellular network instead of a
Wi-Fi network. In an embodiment, a new connection 1328

between outside telephone 802 and mobility client 816 may
be established. New connection 1328 may include existing
leg 1304 and a newly created leg 1330 through cellular
network 862. After new connection 1328 has been estab

lished, mobility server 818 may disconnect mobility client
816 from Wi-Fi network 814, in an embodiment. In another

embodiment, mobility client 816 may be disconnected from
Wi-Fi network 814 while new connection 1328 is being
established.

0289 FIGS. 12 and 13 show that a handoff from a Wi-Fi
network to a cellular network may occur seamlessly to both
the user of mobility client 816 and the user of outside
telephone 802. Despite the complex steps that may be
occurring to switch the user of mobility client 816 to a better
connection, the user of mobility client 816 may only be
aware of a network change when mobility client 816 dis
plays a message on user interface module 1082 to notify the
user that a new connection has being made. For all general
purpose, the switch from the Wi-Fi network to the cellular
network is a seamless transition that does not negatively
impact the two calling parties telecommunication experi
CCC.

0290 Similarly, switching may occur when the user of
mobility client 816 roams from a cellular network back into
Wi-Fi environment 814 as shown in FIGS. 14A and 14B.

0291 FIG. 14A illustrates, in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the present invention, an example of
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a call roaming scenario in which the user of mobility client
816 roams from cellular network 862 back into Wi-Fi

network 814. Consider the situation wherein, for example,
mobility client 816 in FIG. 12, who is currently communi
cating with outside telephone 802 via cellular network 862
(through the PBX 810), has roamed back into enterprise's
Wi-Fi network 814 (a path 1490). As mobility client 816
roams from cellular network 862 to Wi-Fi network 814,

mobility client 816 may begin registering with mobility
server 818 through Wi-Fi network 814. Registration packet
may be sent from mobility client 816 via Wi-Fi network 814
through IP network 812 to reach mobility server 818.
0292. Once registration has completed, and one or more
criteria for handoff has been met (e.g., signal strength,
channel loading, and/duality of communication), handoff
may begin. Mobility client 816 may send two signals to
mobility server 818 indicating his ready state. As mentioned
above, a signal is sent over each available network to ensure
that mobility server 818 receives the signal in a timely
a.

0293. Upon receiving one of the signals, mobility server
818 may switch mobility client to Wi-Fi network 814. In
another embodiment, mobility client 816 may perform the
switch and then notify mobility server 818.
0294 Once a connection has been established between
mobility client 816 and mobility server 818 through Wi-Fi
network 814, the cellular connection may be disconnected.
In an embodiment, mobility server 818 may send a discon
nect message to PBX 810. PBX 810 may then send a
command to cellular network 862 to end the connection.

0295) The media traffic may now flow from outside
telephone 802 to carrier network 860 (leg 830) to PBX 810
(leg 832). PBX 810 may then forward the media traffic to
mobility server 818 through IP network 812 (leg 834).
Mobility server 818 may then forward the media traffic
through IP network 812 to Wi-Fi network 814 to mobility
client 816 (leg 1492).
0296 FIG. 14B illustrates, in an embodiment of the
present invention, a call flow that provides the steps for the
handoff that may occur. An established connection 1402
between outside telephone 802 and mobility client 816 via
mobility server 818 may exist. Established connection 1402
may include two legs 1404 and 1406. Leg 1404 is associated
with the connection between outside telephone 802 and
mobility server 818. In an example, outside telephone 802
may be connected to mobility server 818 via carrier network
860 and PBX 810. Leg 1406 may be associated with the
connection between mobility client 816 and mobility server
818. In an example, mobility client 816 may be connected to
mobility server 818 via cellular network 862 and PBX 810.
0297. The user of mobility client 816 may roam from a
cellular network back into a Wi-Fi network (e.g., Wi-Fi
network 814) within enterprise 800. At a next step 1408,
mobility client 816 may register with mobility server 818
through Wi-Fi network 814. During the registration process,
authentication of mobility client 816 (including user iden
tity) may be performed for security consideration. In addi
tion, information for performing a handoff may be
exchanged between mobility client 816 and mobility server
818.

0298. At a next step 1410, one or more criteria for
handoff are met, and at least one of mobility client 816 and

mobility server 818 may determine that a handoff needs to
be performed. As mentioned above, the on or more criteria
(e.g., signal strength, channel loading, and/duality of com
munication) may be configured by enterprise 800 and may
be stored in mobility client 816 and/or mobility server 818.
0299. At a next step 1412, at least one of mobility server
818 and mobility client 816 may determine that the current
telecommunication session between the user of mobility
client 816 and outside telephone 802 may be best continue
over the connection with Wi-Fi network 814 instead of over
the connection with cellular network 862.

0300. At a next step 1414, mobility server 818 may send
a SIP invite message to mobility client 816. In response, at
a next step 1416, mobility client 816 may send a SIP OK
message back to mobility server 818.
0301 At a next step 1418, at least one of mobility server
818 and mobility client 816 may execute the switch from
cellular network 862 to Wi-Fi network 814 such that the

handoff may be completed. Accordingly, a connection 1420
between mobility client 816 and mobility server 818 through
Wi-Fi network 814 may be established.
0302 At a next step 1422, mobility server 818 may send
a disconnect message to cellular network 862 to drop the
connection between cellular network 862 and mobility client
816. In an embodiment, mobility server 818 may send a
disconnect message to PBX810. PBX 810 may translate the
disconnect message and send a command to cellular network
862 to discontinue cellular connection 1406.

0303. After the roaming transition has been completed, a
connection 1424 may be established between outside tele
phone 802 and mobility client 816. As can be seen, connec
tion 1424 includes leg 1404 and a leg 1424. As aforemen
tioned, leg 1404 is the leg between outside telephone 802
and mobility server 818. Despite the roaming that may have
occurred, leg 1404 is not impacted. In regard to leg 1424,
this leg replaces leg 1406 and represents the new connection
between mobility client 816 and mobility server 818 through
Wi-Fi network 814.

0304 Similarly, switching may occur when the user of
mobility client 816 roams from a cellular network into a
hotspot Wi-Fi environment (e.g., a coffee shop) as shown in
FIGS. 15A and 15B.

0305 FIG. 15A illustrates, in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the present invention, an example of
a call roaming scenario in which the user of mobility client
816 roams from cellular network 862 into a hotspot Wi-Fi
network 1502.

0306 Consider the situation wherein, for example,
mobility client 816 in FIG. 12, who is currently communi
cating with outside telephone 802 via cellular network 862,
has roamed into hotspot Wi-Fi hotspot 1502 (a path 1504).
As mobility client 816 roams from cellular network 862 to
a Wi-Fi network 1506, mobility client 816 may begin
registering with mobility server 818 through Wi-Fi network
1506. Registration packet may be sent from mobility client
816 via Wi-Fi network 1506 through Internet 850, firewall
820, and IP network 812 to reach mobility server 818.
0307 Once registration has completed and one or more
criteria for handoff has been met (e.g., signal strength,
channel loading, and/duality of communication), handoff
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may begin. Mobility client 816 may send two signals to
mobility server 818 indicating his ready state. As mentioned
above, a signal is sent over each available network to ensure
that mobility server 818 receives the signal in a timely
a.

0308 Upon receiving one of the signals, mobility server
818 may switch mobility client to Wi-Fi network 1506. In
another embodiment, mobility client 816 may perform the
switch and then notify mobility server 818.
0309. Once a connection has been established between
mobility client 816 and mobility server 818 through Wi-Fi
network 1506, the cellular connection may be disconnected.
In an embodiment, mobility server 818 may send a discon
nect message to PBX 810. PBX 810 may send a command
to cellular network 862 to end the connection.

0310. The media traffic may now flow from outside
telephone 802 to carrier network 860 (leg 830) to PBX 810
(leg 832). PBX 810 may then forward the media traffic to
mobility server 818 through IP network 812 (leg 834).
Mobility server 818 may then forward the media traffic
through IP network 812, firewall 820, Internet 850 to Wi-Fi
network 1506 to mobility client 816 (leg 1508).
0311 FIG. 15B illustrates, in an embodiment of the
present invention, a call flow that provides the steps for the
handoff that may occur. Similar to FIG. 14B, an established
connection 1522 may exist between outside telephone 802
and mobility client 816 via mobility server 818. Established
connection 1522 may include two legs 1524 (i.e., the cellular
connection between outside telephone 802 and mobility
server 818) and 1526 (i.e., cellular connection between
mobility client 816 and mobility server 818).
0312. As the user of mobility client 816 roams into a
Wi-Fi network 1506, at a next step 1528, mobility client 816
will identify if there is a FW (firewall) or a NAT (network
address translation) device between its connection point and
the mobility server 818. Once the connectivity method has
been identified it may register with mobility server 818
through Wi-Fi 1506. After registration and authentication
has been performed, at a next step 1530, one or more criteria
(e.g., signal strength, channel loading, and/duality of com
munication) for handoff may be met and a handoff may be
determined by mobility client 816 and/or mobility server
818. At a next step 1532, handoff may begin.
0313 At a next step 1534, mobility server 818 may send
a SIP invite message to mobility client 816 at Wi-Fi network
1506 via IP network 812, firewall 820, and Internet 850. In

response, at a next step 1536, mobility client 816 at Wi-Fi
network 1506 may send a SIP OK message back to mobility
server 818 via Internet 850, firewall 820, and IP network
812.

0314. At a next step 1538, a switch may be executed to
move the media traffic from cellular network 862 to Wi-Fi

network 1506 to complete the handoff and establish a
connection 1540 between mobility client 816 and mobility
server 818 through Wi-Fi network 1506.
0315. At a next step 1542, mobility server 818 may send
a disconnect message to PBX 810. PBX 810 may translate
the disconnect message and send a command to cellular
networks 862 to discontinue cellular connection 1516.

0316. After the roaming transition has been completed, a
connection 1544 may be established between outside tele
phone 802 and mobility client 816. As can be seen, connec
tion 1544 includes leg 1524 (i.e., leg between outside
telephone 802 and mobility server 818) and leg 1540 (i.e.,
new leg between mobility client 816 and mobility server 818
through Wi-Fi 1506).
0317 FIGS. 14A, 14B, 15A, and 15B show that with a
wireless communication system solution, enterprise 800
may control when a handoff from a more expensive cellular
network to a less expensive IP network (e.g., Wi-Fi) may
occur. In the prior art, enterprise 800 may have been
dependent upon a cellular network to make the decision for
a switch. Enterprise 800 generally has little or no control
over when the Switch may happen. As a result, enterprise
800 may not have being given the chance to take advantage
of the full cost saving benefits that may have occurred with
a Switch to a less expensive network.
0318 Similar to a switch from a Wi-Fi network to a
cellular network, a handoff that may occur from a cellular
network to a Wi-Fi network may occur seamless to the user
of mobility client 816 and the user of outside telephone 802.
Neither parties may be aware of the steps being taken to
switch the user of mobility client 816, whose connection
may be degrading, to a network that may not only be cheaper
but may also prevent disruption in the telecommunication
session between user of mobility client 816 and outside
telephone 802.
0319 FIG. 16A illustrates, in accordance with one or
more embodiments of the present invention, a call estab
lishment between two mobility clients. Mobility client 816
may want to connect with a mobility client 1602. Both
mobility clients 816 and 1602 are located within enterprise
800. The telecommunication request from mobility client
816 may be routed through Wi-Fi network 814 and IP
network 812 to mobility server 818 (a leg 1604). After
validating the mobility client 816, mobility server 818 may
identify that the receiving party of the telecommunication
request (mobility client 1602) is a registered device. Mobil
ity server 818 may then route the telecommunication request
to mobility client 1602 through IP network 812 and a Wi-Fi
network 1608 (a leg 1606) to establish a telecommunication
session between mobility client 816 and mobility client
1602.

0320 FIG. 16B illustrates, in an embodiment of the
invention, a call flow for FIG. 16A. At a first step 1622,
mobility client 816 may send a SIP invite message to
mobility server 818 via Wi-Fi network 814 and SIP network
812.

0321) In an embodiment, to send a SIP invite, user of
mobility client 816 may employ a user interface module
1082 to enter in a contact number for mobility client 1602.
Once the telecommunication request has been entered, call
control client module 1098 may be initiated.
0322 Since call control client module 1098 is aware that
a Wi-Fi connection may be made via SIP call control client
module 1098 may access SIP client module 1068 via wrap
per module 1056. SIP client module 1068 may send a SIP
invite through socket client module 1004 to mobility server
818.

0323. Upon receiving the SIP invite, mobility server 818
may verify the contact number. In order to perform the
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verification of the contact number, the SIP invite is for
warded to call control server module 920 via socket server

module 932 and SIP server module 930. Upon receiving the
SIP invite, call control server module 920 may interact with
resource manager module 924 of mobility server 818 to
confirm if Sufficient network resource for Supporting the
telecommunication request is available. Since the receiving
party is also a registered device, call control server module
930 may check with presence manager server module 912 to
determine the status of mobility client 1602. By checking
with presence manager module call control module 93.0 may
be able to better direct the outgoing telecommunication
request.

0324. If the presence manager server module 912 indi
cates that the user of mobility client 1602 is accepting
telecommunication request, then call control server module
93.0 may direct the call to mobility client via Wi-Fi network
1608 and IP network 812, at a next step 1624. In an example,
mobility client 1602 may ring.
0325 At mobility client 1602, the received SIP invite
message may flow from socket client module 1004 to SIP
client module 1068 through wrappers module 1056 to call
control client module 1098.

0326 Upon receiving the SIP invite message, call control
client module 1098 of mobility client 816, at a next step
1626, may accept the telecommunication request (e.g.,
answer the telephone call) by sending a SIP OK message to
mobility server 818 via Wi-Fi network 1608 and IP network
812. At mobility server 818, the received SIP OK message
may flow from socket server module 932 to SIP server
module 930 up to call control server module 920.
0327. At a next step 1628, mobility server 818 may
forward the SIP OK message to mobility client 816 via
Wi-Fi network 814 and IP network 812. At mobility client
816, the received SIP OK message may flow from socket
server module 932 to SIP server module 930 up to call
control server module 920. In response, at a next step 1630,
mobility client 816 via Wi-Fi network 814 and IP network
812 may send mobility server 818 a SIP acknowledge (SIP
ACK) message to acknowledge receipt of the SIP OK
message.

0328. At a next step 1632, mobility server 818 may
forward the SIP ACK message to mobility client 1602 via
Wi-Fi network 1608 and IP network 812. Once SIPACK has

been received then mobility server 818 may connect a leg
1636 (i.e., connection between mobility client 816 and
mobility server 818 via Wi-Fi network 814 and IP network
812) with a leg 1638 (i.e., connection between mobility
client 1602 and mobility server 818 via Wi-Fi network 1608
and IP network 812) to form a new connection 1634.
0329. In an embodiment, to increase efficiency moving
media traffic, a transcoder may be integrated into a mobility
server. In the prior art, the transcoder may be performed by
either a carrier-managed gateway or by a telecommunication
device. To facilitate discussion, FIG. 17 show a prior art
block diagram of a transcoder within a carrier-managed
gateway.

0330 Consider the situation wherein, for example, a
cellular telephone may be communicating with a mobility
client. When a cellular telephone 1701 communicates with
mobility client 116 through cellular network 162 and Wi-Fi

network 114, the media data may be transcoded by a
transcoder 1749 of a carrier-managed gateway 1799.
Accordingly, cellular phone 1701 may transmit and receive
media data in a cellular network Standardized format (e.g.,
(GSM on a leg 1771), and mobility client 116 may transmit
and receive media data in a wireless LAN standardized

format, (e.g., G.711 on a leg 1791), such that both of cellular
phone 1701 and mobility client 116 may encode and/or
decode media data correctly.
0331 Carrier-managed gateway 1799 is generally
located within the carrier premise (e.g., in the premise
carrier network 160 or cellular network 162). Therefore, a
link 1789 between carrier-managed gateway 1799 and IP
network 112 may represent a substantial part of overall
network resource. As such, efficient use of link 1789 may be
important. However, G.711 is a low-compression (i.e., high
data size) transcoding standard compared with GSM. With
transcoding performed by carrier-managed gateway 1799
and the media data in G.711 format transmitted on link 1789,

link 1789 may be inefficiently utilized.
0332 Consider another the situation wherein, for
example, an IP telecommunication device may be commu
nicating with a mobility client. When an IP device 1703
communicates with mobility client 116 through Internet 150,
IP network 112, and Wi-Fi network 114, IP device 1703 may
have to use G.711 format with high bandwidth to commu
nicate with wireless LAN mobility client 116 which gener
ally, utilizes G711 format, even if the IP device 1703 has the
capability to use G.729 format with low bandwidth. In other
words, in order for an IP device to communicate with a

mobile device, the media packets that are sent from the IP
device must be in a standard (e.g., G.711) that is acceptable
to the mobile device. Thus, even though the IP device is
capable of transmitting media packets in a high compression
format, the IP device is not able to take advantage of the
capability since the mobile device is unable to receive the
high compression file. As a result, more bandwidth may be
required to transmit media packets between IP device 1703
and mobility client 116.
0333) Further, the requirement for IP device 1703 to send
media packets in a low compression format (e.g., G.711)
may require the user of IP device 1703 to configure
transcoder 1743 such that transcoder 1743 may perform the
transcoding correctly. This may prove an inconvenience for
the user, especially if the user is not “tech-savvy”. Further if
IP device 1703 is unable to perform the transcoding, IP
device 1703 may not be able to communicate with mobility
client 116.

0334 The prior art method of placing a transcoder within
a carrier-managed gateway and/or a telecommunication
device may limit the type of telecommunication device that
may be purchased. In addition, the routing data packet in
low-compression format may result in a burden to the
network traffic, resulting in higher cost and even slower
traffic.

0335) In an embodiment, a transcoder may be placed
within the enterprise (e.g., mobility server) to handle mul
tiple types of media data format. FIG. 18 shows, in an
embodiment, a block diagram illustrating an arrangement
for transcoding.
0336 A transcoder 1858 may be implemented in media
server and voice quality engine 934 of mobility server 118.
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Accordingly, communication between cellular phone 1701
and mobility client 116 may be represented by a leg 1872 in
GSM format and a leg 1892 in G.711 format, with trancod
ing performed by transcoder 1858. As such media data
transmitted on link 1789 may now be in a high-compression
format, such as GSM, instead of a low-compression format,
Such as G.711. As a result, network resource may be more
efficiently used.
0337. Further, communication between IP device 1703
and mobility client 116 may be represented by a leg 1882 in
G.729 format and leg 1892 in G.711 format, with transcod
ing performed by transcoder 1858. As such, the user of IP
device 1703 may now send high compression media pack
ets, resulting in less costly bandwidth to be utilized. Thus,
the user of IP device 1703 may no longer be required to
configure his telecommunication device to perform
transcoding. As a result, the type of telecommunication
devices that may be purchased is no longer limited to only
those telecommunication devices that have transcoding
capability.
0338. As can be appreciated from the forgoing, one or
more embodiments of the present invention provide a wire
less communication system that employs a multiple network
arrangement that can be managed by an enterprise to satisfy
its infrastructure need. Also, the wireless communication on

system gives an enterprise the flexibility to create, imple
ment, manage, and enforce its own communication policy.
Further, the wireless communication system reduces the cost
associated with changes to equipments (e.g., network equip
ments and telecommunication devices) by being indepen
dent of operating system, brands, and/or models. Further
cost saving is also available because with the wireless
communication system, an enterprise may tailor the mobility
server to take advantage of the lower cost network when the
lower cost networks are available.

0339. One or more embodiments may enable seamless
roaming and Smooth handoff among the multiple mobile/
wireless networks. Therefore, the enterprises employees
may have Substantially ubiquitous connectivity and acces
sibility. As a result, the enterprise may improve customer
satisfaction and avoid missed business opportunities.
0340 One or more embodiments may provide mobility
server software and client software that are implemented
independent of operating systems and hardware. Therefore,
costs of Switching carriers and changing communication
arrangements may be minimized.
0341 Further, one or more embodiments may include
multiple mobility servers connected through a virtual private
network and deployed at multiple sites of the enterprise such
as, for example, multiple international sites. Accordingly,
use of network resource may be optimized, and cost of
communication may be reduced.
0342 B. Enhancing User Experience in Media Handoffs
0343 FIGS. 4A-E depict a structure and method for fast

0345 2. VQE Design Considerations:
0346) The criteria for successful voice handoffs within
homogeneous and heterogeneous networks include: handoff
times; and Voice quality.
0347 The performance of the voice handoff for accept
able user experience is determined by several factors such as
codecs, the number of transcodings, jitter, stream Switching
impact as well as the end-to-end delay including cellular/
Wi-Fi delay differential. Some of these parameters that pose
unique challenges for heterogeneous handoffs and are dis
cussed in detail below.

0348 3. Codecs and Transcoding
0349 The G711, G.729, GSM, and new UMTS codecs
are some of the common Voice transcoding standards. The
overall performance is affected not only by the bandwidth
requirement of the coding but also the transcoding delay on
a given MAC layer as well as the number of transcodings in
the end-to-end call.

0350 4. End-to-End Delays and Echo The tail end delay
for the cellular network can be 300-500 ms for the tail path

which causes echoes. To account for acoustic echoes at the

handset, carriers limit the volume level of the mobile user.
Such reduction creates a scenario where the cellular sub

scribers may not be able to hear the PSTN-side of the call.
Note that this effect is outside the control of the enterprise
and volume differences can exist due to the way the cellular
networks implement their voice networks.

0351 Traditional echo cancellers are limited to 128 ms

tail lengths, largely due to the cost. Processing delays in the
tail circuit (between the MSC and the handset) of a mobile
system will result in tail lengths approaching 300 ms.
Because of the unpredictability of the handsets Acoustic
echo return loss (AERL) capabilities and the variability of
the caller environment, it is impractical to place a canceller
in the circuit only when conditions require it. For delays in
the enterprise Wi-Fi network to the PSTN, the following
depicts the scenario and the delay budget which is approxi
mately 125 ms.
0352 5. Switching Media Stream Connections
0353 Switching both the codecs as well as the streams
increases the delay more than just reconnecting the streams,
but by using G.711 throughout, the codec changes are
eliminated.

0354) 6. Using Silence and Old Packets
0355 To compensate for delay differential during hand
off, it is recommended to use pre-stored silence packets.
Auto-correlation of two streams together with silence packet
insertion would help in Smoother transition.
Layer

Item

Duration

L2

802.11 scan (active)

40–300 ms

L2
L3

802.11 associate reassociate
DHCP V4
Discover to offer

10–20 ms

Full (through ARP)
Address change pre-processing

1OOO ms
10-50 ms

Media reassociation

30–50 ms

media handoff between Wi-Fi and cellular networks

0344) 1. The invention provides a mechanism to seam
lessly switch media connection between enterprise con
trolled indoor or outdoor Wi-Fi to operator controlled cel
lular network. The mechanism will compensate for differing
loss characteristics on disparate networks and deliver cost
savings to the Subscribers.

L4 L7

2

0356. The above table shows a minimal set of procedures
to address the handoffs. The majority of the handoff can be
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assigned to the scan of the available access points. The time
may be longer if passive Scanning is used. After the scanning
is eliminated, then by issuing address allocation and pre
processing and then SIP messages at the offer instead of
waiting for the full DHCP process to complete, reduces the
DHCP impact to 10 ms. The address preprocessing must be
issued first followed by the SIP requests to ensure that any
change in the IP address and subsequent impact on the NAT
and traffic flow. The use of address preprocessing for acqui
sition is needed if the handoff occurs behind a NAT and a

new IP address is assigned. For example, this requires
notification to the preprocessing server to re-allocate new
address and ports for new session identification. Then the
SIP based re-association can be issued to redirect the traffic.

After these control messages, the traffic is redirected either
by a proxy or by the end-device to the new IP address. This
would require 30-35 ms from association to the completion.
0357 Features and advantages of the present invention
may be better understood with reference to the figures and
discussions that follow.

0358 An issue facing users in the prior art relates to user
experience during handoffs in wireless communication.
When a telecommunication device performs a handoff
between transmitters, both transmitters may be simulta
neously sending data streams. However, the media data
streams may not be synchronized. In one example, a gap
may exist. In another example, the media data stream may
overlap. As a result, the two parties on the telecommunica
tion session may experience silence, noises, glitches, and/or
echoes (e.g., choppy speech in a Voice call or interrupted
viewing of streaming video).
0359 Prior art FIG. 43 illustrates an example of an
arrangement for processing media data during handoffs in
wireless communication. Consider the situation wherein, for

example, a user of a mobile telecommunication device 4316
is conversing with a user of an outside telephone 4302.
During the telecommunication session, the user of mobile
telecommunication on device 4316 may wander away from
a Wi-Fi network 4314 toward a cellular network 4362,

resulting in a handoff between the two networks. During the
handoff, a server 4398 may be employed to process the
media data streams that may be sent by the mobile telecom
munication device. In an example, first media, data stream
4350 may be transmitted from Wi-Fi network 4314 and
second media data stream 4304 may be coming from cellular
network 4362. In addition the server may include a mute
module 4390 configured to mask noises and media data
during the handoff.
0360 Prior art FIGS. 44A and 4.4B illustrate a prior art
example of methods for processing media data streams
during handoffs in wireless communication. Prior art FIGS.
44A and 44B will be discussed in relation to prior art FIG.
43.

0361 Prior art FIG. 44A illustrates a handoff scenario in
which a gap may exist in the media data streams that are
being sent by the two networks. A view 4400 includes
graphical view of media data streams 4302 and 4304. During
a handoff period 4406, a gap 4410 may exist. Gap 4410 may
represent a time interval in which neither first media data
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data stream 4302. Also, the connectivity may still be weak
with cellular network 4362, thus second media data stream

4304 may not be transmitted yet. As a result, the telecom
munication session may appear as though the connectivity
between the two parties may have been lost. In addition,
random noises (e.g., static noise) may become annoyingly
obvious to the parties in the telecommunication session.
0362 Aprior art solution that has been implemented to
handle the gap is to employ mute module 4390. In an
example, mute module 4390 may provide a mask 4408 to
mask gap 4410 during handoff 4406 to mute the noises.
Mask 4408 may include silence data packets that provide
low, pre-recorded background noise Such that the parties in
the telecommunication session are aware that the telecom

munication session has not been dropped. Further, mask
4408 may also shield the parties in the telecommunication
session from the random noises. Unfortunately, the muting
method still presents an obvious interruption in the telecom
munication session. Further, the parties involved in the
telecommunication session may be unsure about the length
of the interruption. As a result, the muting method does not
provide a seamless transition to the parties involved.
0363 Prior art FIG. 44B illustrates a handoff scenario in
which an overlap may exist between the media data streams
that are being sent by the two networks. A view 4450
includes a graphical view of media data streams 4302 and
4304. During a handoff period 4416, an overlap 4420 may
exist between first media data stream 4350 and second

media data stream 4304. Overlap 4420 may represent a time
interval in which both media data stream 4350 and media
data stream 4304 are active.

0364. In an example, the signal level from Wi-Fi network
4314 may still be strong enough to transmit media data
stream 4302. At the same time, the signal strength from
cellular network 4362 has also become strong resulting in
media data stream 4304 being transmitted. During overlap
4420, because of cancellation and accumulation of signals,
the parties in the telecommunication session may experience
dissatisfactory communication quality Such as silence,
noises, glitches, and/or echoes.
0365. In the prior art, the muting method may be
employed to handle the overlap. In an example, mute
module 4390 may be employed to provide a mask 4418 to
mask overlap 4420 during handoff 4416 to mute the noises,
glitches, and/or echoes. Again, the muting method presents
an obvious interruption in the telecommunication session
and the parties involved in the telecommunication session
may be unsure about the length of the interruption. Thus, the
muting method does not provide a smooth and seamless
transition to the parties involved.
0366 Another method that may be implemented in the
prior art to handle overlap 4420 is to employ a mixer, such
as those used in conference call. In other words, the mixer

may mix the overlapped portions of first media data stream
4350 and of second media data stream 4304 during handoff
4416. Although the users of both telecommunication devices
may receive data from both first media data 4302 and second
media data 4304, the users may experience reverberation
and glitches caused, for example, by transmission delay or
acoustic delay. Further, noises may also be mixed with data

stream 4350 nor second media data stream 4304 is active. In

from first media data 4302 and second media data 4304. As

an example, the signal level from Wi-Fi network 4314 may
have become weak and may be unable to transmit first media

a result, the quality of the telecommunication session may
deteriorate during handoff 4416.
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0367 Another user experience issue in the prior art
pertains to an undesirable change in signal level during
handoffs in wireless communication. The change in signal
level may occur when a telecommunication device is being
transferred from one network to another. In an example, in
order to reduce echoes, cellular network 4362 may be
configured to provide a voice signal gain that is lower than
the voice signal gain typically implemented in a wireless
LAN network. As illustrated in FIGS. 44A and 4.4B, the

signal level of second media data stream 4304 (transmitted
through cellular network 4362) is lower than the signal level
of first media data stream 4350 (transmitted through Wi-Fi
network 4314).
0368 When mobile telecommunication device 4316 per
forms a handoff from Wi-Fi network 4314 to cellular net

work 4362, the user of mobile telecommunication device

4316 may experience a drop in voice volume. As a result, the
user may miss a portion of the conversation and may have
the inconvenience of re-adjusting the speaker of mobile
telecommunication device 4316 during the telephone call.
0369. On the other hand, when mobile telecommunica
tion device 4316 performs a handoff from cellular network
4362 to Wi-Fi network 4314, the user may experience an
increase in Voice Volume, resulting, in an unexpected and
even unpleasant experience. As a result, the user may not
only experience discomfort but may also have the inconve
nience of re-adjusting the speaker of the telecommunication
device.

0370. In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, there is provided a wireless communication sys
tem solution that may enhance the telecommunication expe
rience of a user of a telecommunication device when a
handoff occurs. Embodiments of the invention enable the

wireless communication system to provide an integrated
solution by including a mobility server. Embodiments of the
invention enable the mobility server to include at least one
of a buffer system, a cross-correlation module, a synthesizer
module, an extension module, an overlap and add module,
and a signal level control module.
0371. In this document, various implementations may be
discussed using examples of handoff occurring between
networks. This invention, however, is not limited to a

handoff between networks but may also include handoff
within the same network. Also, in this document, various

implementations may be discussed using examples of Voice
media. This invention, however, is not limited to voice

media and may include different real-time media, Such as
Video streaming, audio streaming, and the like. The discus
sions are meant as examples and the invention is not limited
by the examples presented.
0372 Consider the situation wherein, for example, a
handoff is occurring between a Wi-Fi network and a cellular
network. During the handoff, a user of a mobility client may
be sending media streams through the two different connec
tions. In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility server
may include a buffer system, which may be configured to
buffer the media data streams (e.g., audio or video data
packets) that may be received by the mobility system during
the handoff period. With the buffer system, the mobility
server may be able to prevent incoming media data streams
from being forwarded to the destination device until the
mobility server has an opportunity to modulate the media
data streams.

0373) In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility
server may also include a cross-correlation module. With the
cross-correlation module, the mobility server may handle
overlap of media data streams that may occur during a
handoff. In an embodiment, with an overlap, the cross
correlation module may perform auto-correlation to deter
mine a substantial match between the first media data set of

packets and the second media data set of packets. Set of
packets may include at least one or more packets.
0374. Once the match has been determined, in an
embodiment, the cross-correlation module may generate a
cross-correlated media data set of packets by including a
section of the first media data set of packets and the second
set of media data packets. In an example, the end section of
a first media data set of packets, which may be coming
through a Wi-Fi network connection, and a head section of
a second media data set of packets, which may be coming
through a cellular network, may be combined to generate the
cross-correlated media data set of packets.
0375. By employing a cross-correlated module and an
overlap and add module, the mobility server may create a
transition media data set of packets that may provide the user
of the destination device with a positive telecommunication
experience by minimizing or removing the problems related
to overlap of media streams, such as echo and noises.
0376. In an embodiment, a mobility server may also
include a synthesizer module, which may be employed to
handle gap that ay exist between two media data streams.
With a synthesizer module, the mobility server may model
a section of a buffered first media data set of packets to cover
the gap that may exist between the first and second media
data streams during a handoff. In an example, a gap (i.e.,
time interval) may exist between the receipt of the first
media data set of packets from a Wi-Fi network and a second
media data set of packets from a cellular network. In an
embodiment, to handle the gap, the mobility server may
employ a synthesizer module to synthesize a section of the
first media data set of packets to generate a synthesized
media data set of packets.
0377. In an embodiment, a mobility server may also
include an extension module, which may also be employed
to handle gap that may exist between two media data
streams. With an extension module, the mobility server may
extend a section of a media data set of packets to create a
new extended media data set of packets. In an embodiment,
a silence set of packets may be (periodically) inserted
between data packets at least a section of the first media data
set of packets.
0378. In an embodiment, the extension module may be
employed with the synthesizer module to handle the gap. In
an example, the mobility serve may first employ the Syn
thesizer module to synthesize the first media data set of
packets. However, if the gap is too large, then the mobility
server may also employ the extension module to extend a
section of the first media data set of packets.
0379. In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility
server may include an overlap and add module configured to
generate a transition media data set of packet, which may
include at least one of the cross-correlated media data set of

packets, the synthesized media data set of data packets, and
the extended media data set of packets to modify an overlap
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of media data or to fill a gap between media data in the
handoff. The overlap and add module may also execute one
or more well-known pattern matching algorithms to Smooth
the modification of the media data stream.

0380. In an embodiment, the mobility system may also
include a signal level control module configured to adjust
the signal level of a transition media data set of packets. The
transition media data set may include at least one of the
cross-correlated media data set of packets, the synthesized
media data set of packets, and the extended media data set
of packets. The transition media data set of packets may
further include data packets that the mobility system may
receive through the new connection (e.g., cellular network)
after the handoff. The signal level may be adjusted to
approximate the signal level of the first media data set of
packets. As a result, the unexpected and unpleasant change
in Voice Volume may be substantially eliminated enabling
the user of the mobile telecommunication device. Such as a

mobility client, for example, to continue to have the same
telecommunication experience as before the handoff.
0381. By employing a combination of the cross-correla
tion module, the synthesizer module, the extension module,
the overlap and add module, and the signal control level
module, the mobility server may generate an enhance media
data that may provide the user of the destination device with
a positive telecommunication experience by minimizing or
removing the problems that has conventionally been
encountered during a handoff. Thus the user may now have
a positive telecommunication experience with Substantially
no silence, noises, glitches, echoes, or reverberation.
0382 Further features and advantages of the present
invention may be better understood with reference to the
figures and discussions that follow.
0383 FIG. 45 illustrates, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, an arrangement for
processing media data during a handoff wireless communi
cation. In the arrangement, both outgoing media data and
incoming media data of a mobility client 4516 are routed
through a mobility server 4518. During a telecommunication
session with another party Such as, for example, an outside
telephone 4502 or a streaming media server, mobility client
4516 may perform a handoff, for example, from a Wi-Fi
network 4514 to a cellular network 4562. Mobility server
4518 may include a media server and Voice quality engine
module 4500, which may be employed to modulate the
media data streams (e.g., first media data 4506 transmitted
through Wi-Fi 4514 and second media data 4504 transmitted
through cellular network 4562) during a handoff.
0384 FIG. 46A shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, an architectural block
diagram of media server and Voice quality engine module
4500. FIG. 46A will be discussed in relation to FIG. 45.
Mobility server 4518 may employ media server and voice
quality engine module 4500 to process media data during a
handoff. When mobility client 4516 performs a handoff
between networks, media server and Voice quality engine
module 4500 may process first media data 4506 received
from Wi-Fi network 4514 and second media data 4504
received from cellular network 4562 to enhance the tele

communication experience of both parties.
0385 Consider the situation wherein, for example, a first
media data set of packets from first media data 4506 and a
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second media data set of packets from second media data
4504 have been received by media server and voice quality
engine module 4500.
0386. In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine module 4500 may include a media data buffer 4602.
During a handoff, media data buffer 4602 may be configured
to receive and buffer media data input (e.g., first media data
set of packets and second media data set of packets) for
Subsequent processing. Media data input may include a set
of data packets. The data packets may include, but are not
limited to, text, audio, image, and/or video signals.
0387. In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine module 4500 may include a cross-correlation module
4604. Cross-correlation module 4604 may perform cross
correlation if both the first media data set of packets and the
second media set of packets are received during the handoff.
Cross-correlation module 4604 may perform cross-correla
tion to determine a substantial match between the first media

data set of packets and the second media data set of packets.
0388. In an example, the first media data set of packets
may include 5 data packets and the second media data set of
packets may include 1 data packet. By employing cross
correlation cross-correlation module 4604 may determine
that the packet in the second media data set of packet may
match with the fifth data packet of first media data set of
packets. Further, cross-correlation module 4604 may deter
mine that the best match may be at a lag value of 50.
assuming that the two packets are of 100 bytes.
0389. With a match and the lag value, cross-correlation
module 4604 may generate a cross-correlated media data set
of packets. FIG. 46B shows, in an embodiment, a block
diagram illustrating an example of a method for generating
a cross-correlated media data set of packets. A first data
packet 4650 represents the fifth data packet from the first
media data set of packets. A second data packet 4652
represents the data packet from the second media data set of
packets. By employing cross-correlation, cross-correlation
module 4604 may have determined that second data packet
4652 and first data packet 4650 may be best matched at a
point 4654, which may represent a lag value of 50. In other
words, from point 4654 onward, the quality of data packet
4650 may be degrading while the quality of data packet 4652
may be improving. Thus, the last 50 bytes (assuming 100
bytes in each of the two data packets in this example), which
is represented by a block 4656, of first data packet 4650 may
be combined with the first 50 bytes, which is represented by
a block 4658, of second data packet 4652 to form a block
4660 on a new data packet 4662. A second block 4664 of
new data packet 4662 may be formed from a block 4666 of
second data packet 4.650. Thus, new data packet 4662 may
now replace the fifth data packet of the buffered first media
data set of packets that will be sent to the destination device.
0390 Consider the situation wherein, for example, a gap
exists between the receipt of a first media data set of packets
and receipt of a second media data set of packets. In an
embodiment, media server and Voice quality engine module
4500 may include a synthesizer module 4606, which may be
employed to handle the gap. Synthesizer module 4606 may
be configured to synthesize a section of the first media data
set of packets to generate a synthesized media data set of
packets. In an embodiment, synthesized media data set of
packets may generate if no media data is received from the
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new network (e.g., cellular network 4562) within a thresh
old. The threshold may represent a time limit or a maximum
count of missing data packets beyond which the synthesized
media data set may not effectively and/or sufficiently fill the
gap to provide a satisfactory user experience. Media server
and voice quality engine 4500 may include a timer and/or a
data packet counter for determining whether the threshold
has been met, in an embodiment.

0391) In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine module 4500 may include an extension module 4608,
which may also be employed to handle the gap. Extension
module 4608 may be configured to extend at least a portion
of the first media data set of packets to generate an extended
media data set. The extended media data set may contain
data packets of at least a section of the first media data set
of packets and silence data packets, in an embodiment. The
extended media data set may be generated if no media data
is received through the second network (e.g., cellular net
work 4562) within a threshold.
0392. In an embodiment, extension module 4608 may be
implemented in combination with synthesizer module 4606.
In an example, the gap may be extensive. To handle the gap,
mobility server 4518 may first employ synthesized module
4606 to generate one or more synthesized media set of
packets to handle the gap. If the threshold for synthesized
module 4606 has been met and the gap has not been
sufficiently handled, then mobility server 4518 may employ
extension module 4608 to create one or more extended

media data set of packets to handle the gap.
0393. In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine module 4500 may include an overlap and add module
4612, which may be employed to generate a transition media
data set of packets by including at least one of cross
correlated media data set, the synthesized media data set,
and the extended media data set. In an embodiment, overlap
and add module 4612 may generate the new transition media
data set of packets by including the cross-correlated media
data set with a section of the first media data set of packets.
Referring back to FIG. 46B, the first 4 packets from the first
media data set of packets and the newly created data packet
4662 may be combined to create the new transition media
data set of packets.
0394. In another embodiment, overlap and add module
4612 may also create the new transition data set of packets
by including the synthesized media data set of packets
and/or the extended media data set of packets.
0395. In addition, overlap and add module 4612 may
include one or more well-known Smoothing algorithms such
as linear ramping up and down that may be employed to
Smooth the new transition media data set of packets.
0396. In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine 4500 may include a signal level control module 4614,
which may be configured to adjust the signal level of a
transition media data set of packets to generate a scaled
media data set. Signal level control module 4614 may also
be configured to adjust the signal level of the second media
data stream. In one or more embodiments, signal level
control module 4614 may execute a well known automatic
gain control algorithm.
0397. In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine 4500 may also include a media data switch 4616
configured to output the scaled media data set of packets.

0398 FIG. 47 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a flowchart of a
method for processing media data during a handoff of a
mobile telecommunication device between networks. FIG.
47 will be discussed in relation to FIGS. 45 and 46. Consider

the situation wherein, for example, the user of mobility
client 4516 may roam from a coverage area Supported by
Wi-Fi 4514 into a coverage area supported by cellular
network 4562. The method may be performed by imple
menting a media server and Voice quality engine (FIG. 45).
0399. At a first step 4702, media server and voice quality
engine 4500 may receive a first media data set of packets via
Wi-Fi network 4514. At a next step 4704, media data buffer
4704 may buffer the first media data set of packets. In one
or more embodiments, media server and Voice quality
engine 4500 may start buffering the first media data set upon
imminence of the handoff. The imminence of the handoff

may be detected by the mobile telecommunication device
and/or a mobility server, in an embodiment. In one or more
embodiments, media server and voice quality engine 4500
may start buffering the first media data set when the handoff
StartS.

0400. Once the first media data set of packets have been
received and buffered, media server and Voice quality engine
4500 may begin a timer and/or counter in anticipation of
receiving a second media data set of packets from cellular
network 4562.

04.01. At a next step 4712, media server and voice quality
engine 4500 may determine if the second media data set of
packets have been received. The second media data set may
include silence data packets as well as data packets that
contain text, audio, and/or video signals. If a second media
data set of packets has been received, then an overlap has
occurred and the method may proceed to a next step 4714.
0402. At next step 4714, media server and voice quality
engine 4500 may buffer the second media data set of
packets.
0403. At next step 4706, cross-correlation module 4604
may be employed to cross-correlate the two media data set
of packets to determine a match between the two media data
set of packets. In an embodiment, cross-correlation module
4604 may perform auto-correlation to determine a match
between the first and second media data set of packets. In an
embodiment, an end portion of the first media data set of
packets and a head portion of the second media data set of
packets may be employed to generate a cross-correlated
media data set. In an embodiment, the end portion of the first
media data set and the head portion of the second media data
set may be of the same bytes size, which bay be determined
based on the match between the first media data set and the

second media data set. A lag Value that defines the size may
be determined using one or more well known methods such
as pitch detection.
0404 At a next step 4750, mobility server 4518 may
employ overlap and add module 4612 to create a new
transition media data packet by modifying the first media
data set of packets to include the cross-correlated media data
set of packets. In one or more embodiments, media server
and Voice quality engine 4500 may replace at least a portion
of the overlap of media data with the cross-correlated media
data set. In an embodiment, one or more well-known algo
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rithm such as linear ramnping up and down may be
employed to Smooth the modification.
04.05 At a next step 4770, the signal level of the transi
tion media data set of packets may be adjusted to account for
the signal level change that may occur during a handoff. In
an example, signal level may decrease when a user on a
mobile telecommunication device roams from a Wi-Fi net

work to a cellular network. By employing a signal level
control module, the signal level from the new connection
may be adjusted to Substantially match the signal level prior
to the handoff. Refers to FIG. 48 for the discussion about

how signal level may be adjusted.
0406. Once the signal level has been adjusted, a new
scaled media data set of packets may be generated. At a next
step 4790, the scaled media data set of packets may be
forwarded to the destination device via a media switch.

04.07 Returning back to next step 4712, if a second media
data set of packets is not received by mobility server 4518,
at a next step 4724, media server and Voice quality engine
module 4500 may determine if a threshold has been reached.
In an embodiment, the threshold may represent a time limit
and/or a count of missing data packets.
0408 If the threshold has not been reached, then at a next
step 4726, media server and Voice quality engine module
4500 may employ a modeled portion of the first media data
set of packets to generate a synthesized media data set. The
modeled portion may represent, in an embodiment, the last
several data packets of the first media set of packets. The
modeled portion may be selected based on the characteris
tics of the data packets in the first media data set of packets
using one or more well known methods such as pitch
detection. The synthesized media data set may be generated
using one or more well-known methods such as linear
predictive model.
04.09 Referring back to next step 4724, if the threshold
has been reached, then at a next step 4736, media server and
Voice quality engine module 4500 may employ extension
module 4608 to generate an extended media data set of
packets. The extended media data set of packets may be
generated using one or more well known methods such as
for example, periodically inserting one or more silence data
packets into at least a portion of the first media data set of
packets
0410. In an embodiment, the extension module may be
employed when the gap is so large that one or more
synthesized media data may not effectively and/or suffi
ciently fill the gap produced during the handoff to provide a
satisfactory user experience.
0411. At a next step 4760, overlap and add module 4612
may manage the gap during the handoff by utilizing at least
one of the synthesized media data set and/or the extended
media data set to create a new transition media data set of

packets. Overlap and add module 4612 may execute one or
more well-known Smoothing schemes such as linear ramp
ing up and down to Smooth the modification. By employing
the synthesized media data set of packets and/or the
extended media data set of packets, one or more silence and
noises caused by the gap may be substantially reduced or
eliminated.

0412 Again at next step 4770, signal level control 4614
may adjust the signal level of a transition media data set of

packets to generate a scaled media data set. By adjusting the
signal levels, the user may experience a Substantially con
sistent signal level, (e.g., voice Volume) during the handoff.
0413. It a step 4790, media server and voice quality
engine module 4500 may output the scaled media data set,
which may be sent to the destination device.
0414 FIG. 48 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a flowchart of a
method for controlling signal levels of a mobile telecom
munication device during a handoff. The method may rep
resent step 4770 shown in FIG. 47 and may be performed by
a signal level control module Such as, for example signal
level control module 4614 shown in FIG. 46a.

0415. At a first step 4800, signal level control module
4614 may receive a media data set of packets. In an
embodiment, the media data set of packets may represent the
transition media data set of packets generated by overlap and
add module 4612. In another embodiment, the media data

set of packets may represent the second media data set of
packets from the second media data steam.
0416. At a next step 4806, signal level control module
4614 may calculate the energy of the media data set, for
example, by Summing the absolute values of the signal
amplitudes of the media data set. In an embodiment, the
square values may be used in place of the absolute values.
0417. At a next step 4808, signal level control module
4614 may determine whether or not the energy of the media
data set is greater than the noise floor. If the energy is not
greater than the noise floor, the media data set may be
considered background noise, and control may be trans
ferred to step 4828, in which the media data set is transmit
ted as an output of signal level control module 4614.
0418 However, if the energy is greater than the noise
floor, then at a next step 4810, signal level control module
4614 may scale the energy of the media data set. In an
example, the energy may be scaled by averaging the energy
signal levels in the media data set to generate a scaled
energy.

0419. At a next step 4812, signal level control module
4614 may determine whether the scaled energy is greater
than a high energy. In an embodiment, the high energy may
represent the upper limit of an energy range for the first
media data set of packets. In an embodiment the energy
range for each of the telecommunication device may be
determined empirically.
0420) If the scaled energy is greater than the high energy,
then at a next step 4814, signal level control module 4614
may provide a reduced gain to decrease the energy of the
media data set. In an example, the transition media data set
of packet may be louder than the upper limit; thus, the
Volume of the transition media data set of packets may be
reduced in order to eliminate the unexpected and unpleasant
increase in Volume the user at the destination device may
experience upon receiving the media data.
0421) Ifat next step 4812, the scaled energy was less than
the high energy, then at a next step 4824, signal level control
module 4614 may further determine whether the scaled
energy is less than a low energy. In an embodiment, the low
energy may represent the lower limit of the above mentioned
energy range for the first media data set of packets. If the
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scaled energy is less than the low energy, then at a next step
4836, signal level control modlule 4614 may provide an
increased gain to augment the energy of the media data set.
In an example, the transition media data set of packet may
be softer than the lowest limit, thus, the volume of the

information, network availability etc.) of all the participants
involved and prompts all the participants before setting up
the requested call. The notion of availability can be greatly
enhanced to take a number of user driven parameters into
consideration, thereby enabling the media communications
server to take a much more precise decision on when to
place the call based on all the participants preferences.
Some of these additional preferences and rules include
network administrator controlled rules, user preferences
based on time, medium choice, call participants, call priori

transition media data set of packets may be increased in
order to eliminate the inconvenience of increasing the
speaker Volume the user at the destination device may have
to perform to hear the incoming media data.
0422. At a next step 4826, signal level control 4614 may
generate a scaled media data set with a signal level that is
comparable to the range of the first media data stream.
0423. At next step 4828, signal level control 4614 may
output the scaled media data set, for example, to media data
switch 4616 (shown in FIG. 46A), which may then route the

ties etc.

media data to the destination device.

consideration.

0424. As can be appreciated from the forgoing, one or
more embodiments of the present invention provide a wire
less communication system capable of handling the overlaps
and gaps that may occur during a handoff. By implementing
a variety of methods, such as cross-correlation, synthesizing,
and extension, the wireless communication system enhances
a user's telecommunication experience by Substantially
eliminating noises, glitches, echoes and the like. Further, the
wireless communication system makes adjustment for the
change in signal level that may happen when handoff occurs,
thus Substantially eliminating the unpleasant experience that
may occur when signal level unexpectedly changes.
0425 C. Automatically Setup of Point-To-Point and
Point-To-Multipoint Multi-N-Media Conference Calls with

0431) Effective and efficient communication within the
enterprise as a result of calls being established at the right
moment instead of relying on Voice mails for priority-based

Administrator and User Controlled Rules and Preferences

(Rendezvous Calling)
0426 1. This invention is applicable to the field of
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint multi-media confer
encing using media communication servers. FIGS. 5A-B
depict a method in the media communication server to
automatically setup point-to-point and point-to-multipoint
multi-media conference calls with administrator and user

controlled rules and preferences.
0427 2. The current mechanism for setting up PP or PMP
media calls is not driven based on any user state or prefer
ence. If one or more of the participants is unavailable, the
media server will allow the chairperson to leave a voice
mail. The only course of action will be for the chairperson
to keep trying until all the participants are available or to rely
on one or more of the participants to call back and then
attempt the conference at later point in time. This process is
inefficient and takes up time and resources and is often
difficult to manage. The only mechanism is to plan and
schedule the conference ahead of time such that all the

participants will be available—however there is no guaran
tee that they will be available at the time of the call. The
above issues stem from the lack of coordination and infor

mation exchange between the presence servers and the
media communication servers in an enterprise.
0428 3. Rendezvous Calling (RC) enables a user to setup
a point-to-point (PP) or a point-to-multipoint (PMP) media
call (could be voice, video or multimedia) without having to
specify the time—the media communications server deter
mines the time of call establishment based on the availability
(determined by a variety of factors including presence

0429 4. Advantages of the Invention Include
0430 Setup and establishment of PP and PMP conference
calls that are automatically scheduled taking all the enter
prise rules, participant preferences and availability into

communications.

0432) 6. Overall Architecture
0433 FIG. 5Agives a very high level overview of the RC
architecture. The RC architecture has components in the
media communication server as well as the RC client. The

client in this case could be handsets, soft phones, PDAs etc.
The RC client is responsible for managing the user interface
to the user and to place a RC Request. It also allows the user
to query and track his/her pending RC requests. The RC
client will also allow the user to convert a normal PP or PMP

call to a PC request if one or more of the participant(s) is
deemed “unavailable'. Similarly, when the server does setup
a RC call, the client will prompt the user and respond
accordingly based on the user feedback. On the server side,
the RC logic involves collection and correlation of infor
mation from the presence server as well as enterprise appli
cable rules as configured by the administrator and the user's
preferences as configured by the individual users.
0434) When a user places a PP or PMP call from a client,
the client software will check the availability of the partici
pants and will prompt the user if one or more of the
participants are unavailable as to whether they would like to
make it a RC request. The user can also specify for how long
he/she would like keep this request pending. The media
communications server will track the RC request. When the
server concludes that all the participants are available, it will
prompt everyone whether they want to go ahead with the call
or not. If all the participants acknowledge Successfully, the
call will be placed. If any of the participants rejects the
request, the RC call will be failed and all the participants will
be informed of the result. The users can also query the list
of pending RC calls (ones they originated as well as the ones
on which they are participants) and cancel any requests that
they had originated. The server will also employ enterprise
as well as user defined rules in determining the best time to
go ahead with the call.
0435 7. Administrator and Participant Rules and Prefer
ences for RC

0436 Availability and RC setup decisions are based on a
variety of user and administrator controlled rules and pref
CCS.
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0437. The following rules and preferences can be used in
deciding participant availability before a RC is placed.
0438 Participant opt-out preference for any RC service.
The participant can opt out completely or specify time
periods when the participant does (or does not) wish to
entertain RC calls.

0439 Participant preferences—based on RC prority, RC
owner, participant list, time of day, network preference
(enterprise Wi-Fi, public Wi-Fi, Cellular etc.), Outlook
calendar schedules etc.

0440 Users personal “Allow” and “Block' user lists for
limiting the RC calls they would like to participate in.
0441 RC chairperson preference for a time window
when the call should be placed.
0442 Administrator controller enterprise rules—cellular
privileges for RC, user's RC privileges etc.
0443 8. Logic in the Media Communication Server to
Schedule and Place RC Calls.

0444 The logic employed in the media communication
server to process and setup is controlled by a variety of
factors.

0445 Integration of the presence server in the media
communication server with the enterprise and participant
driven rules and preferences for determining participant
availability and time to place RC.
0446. Support for mandatory and optional participant list
for RC.

0447 Ability for participants to early-accept or early
reject a RC. A user can unconditionally accept or reject a RC
request even before the RC is setup by the media commu
nication server.

0448 Integration with the Outlook program to use its
calendar as an input for the availability decision logic as well
as the participants calendar to reflect the RC call status and
any pending RC requests.
0449 Ability to place the RC based on request priority in
addition to availability and time of request.
0450 Allow optional RC calls to be placed even when
certain participants are busy—using call-waiting to inform
and invite them to the RC.

0451 When the server receives a RC Request, a valida
tion check is done to make Sure that all the participants
involved have signed on for RC services. In addition, the
server also checks to make Sure no performance impacting
thresholds have crossed. If a valid RC request, the server
will queue it up and send a RC Response with the status as
well as a RC Id associated with that request. If the RC
request is found to be invalid or a request that cannot be
accepted, the server will send a RC Response with the
failure cause back to the originator.
0452. In the event all the participants are available at that
instance, the server will process this request like any other
PP or PMP call the media path will be established and a
Successful RC Response message with the status sent to the
originator.

0453 The RC server will periodically go through the list
of outstanding RC requests to determine if any of them are
ready for call setup. The flow chart in FIG. 2 captures the
logic that is employed by the media communication server
to select the RC Requests that are eligible for setup.
0454. Once the list of RC requests that eligible for setup
is determined the RC capable media communication server
will begin the process of setting up the individual media
paths. For all participants involved in the call, send a RC
Prompt message. The RC prompt will contain the details
about the chairperson, the list of participants, call Summary
etc. The server will collect the RC Prompt Responses that
come back from the clients. It will also keep track of any
messages that are sent by the participants. If any of the
participants had rejected the RC prompt or there was timeout
(lack of response from a client), the server will conclude it
is a failed RC call attempt and will send a RC Cancelled
Notify to all the participants who responded and the chair
person informing them about the cancelled call as well as the
response from the users if any. In the event that all the
participants accepted the call, the RC server will put together
a PP/PMP request with all the information the media
Switching layer requires and will forward this request to the
media-switching layer to setup the call. It will also send a
RC In-Progress Notification to all the participants about the
call being setup
0455 9. Conclusion

0456. The service provided by the RC media communi

cation server will make the task of communicating within
the enterprise more effective and will save time for employ
ees who have to dependless on Voice mail. This is especially
true for employees who are mobile and not tied to a desk
phone. The media communication server will take the
mobility aspects into consideration while determining the
optimum time for placing the conference call.
0457) 10. Advantages of the Invention Include
04.58 Efficient setup and establishment of PP and PMP
conference calls that are automatically scheduled taking all
the enterprise rules, participant preferences and availability
into consideration.

04.59 Effective and efficient communication with in the
enterprise because of calls being established at the right
moment instead of relying on Voice mails to get back and
forth and constant calling to check availability. This is all the
more true for a work force that is mobile and is not tethered

to desk phones.
0460 Capability in the client to provide an option to
convert a simple PP or PMP call to a RC request if one or
more participants are not available at that time in addition to
the standard Voice mail service.

0461 Integration of the enterprise presence server in the
media communication server with enterprise rules and user
preferences.
0462 Integration with Outlook and other calendar pro
grams to let the media communication server manage the
conference calls just like meetings.
0463 11. The introduction of logic in the media commu
nication servers to take users availability and preference
while pacing a conference all will result in fewer failed call
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attempts and will also ensure that the calls placed meet their
desired objective with all the participants present. This
method allows the media communication server to correlate

the presence information from the presence server with the
administrator controlled enterprise rules and the user con
trolled user preferences in coming up with the optimum time
to place a PP or PMP conference call. This logic in deciding
the optimum time results in effective conferencing within
the organization and will also save time and money spent in
proving this service.
0464) 12. RC Client Technical Specifications
0465. The diagram in FIG. 5B gives a very high-level
time line for the message exchange between the clients and
the media communication server during the course of setting
up a RC request and the subsequent establishment of the RC.
The following actions will be supported on the RC client for
RC capability.
0466 a. RC Request Processing
0467 b. RC Response Processing
0468 c. List and modify/cancel outstanding RC requests
0469 d. Early response (accept/Reject) for outstanding
RC requests
0470) e. RC Prompt message processing
0471) f. RC In-Progress and RC-cancel Notify message
processing
0472. 13. RC Server Technical Specifications
0473. The diagram in FIG. 5C captures the core logic that
is employed by the RC server to support this functionality.
0474) a. RC Request processing
0475 b. Automatic conversion from standard PP and
PMP call to RC Request based on participant unavailability
and preference.
0476 c. Periodic RC Request processing timers and
selecting RC requests to setup based on all the criteria
specified before.
0477 d. Presetting RC Prompt and collecting responses
as part of RC call setup.
0478 e. RC media path setup.
0479. To elaborate, embodiments of the invention relate
to teleconferencing management. In the prior art, the setting
up of a teleconference is a tedious, manual and time
consuming task, requiring the participation of a human
being and a lot of patience. For example, if there are five
participants, one of the participants or his/her assistant
(referred to herein as “the facilitator') must take the initia
tive to set up the teleconference ahead via email or IM or
another communication means Such as telephone or in
person with the participants to obtain an agreement pertain
ing to the teleconference time and method.
0480. For example, the human facilitator may employ an
email program to access the calendar of each participant if
such a shared calendar is in fact available. Then the facili

tator must set up an appointment for each of the participants
and obtain their agreement as to the teleconference time and
method. Once all parties consent, the facilitator would set up
a teleconference facility, typically with the telephone service

provider or by designating one of the participants to be the
teleconference leader responsible for teleconferencing oth
ers in when the designated time to hold the teleconference
arrives.

0481. When the time to conduct the teleconference
arrives, each participant is then responsible for calling in to
the designated telephone number that the facilitator has set
up so that he/she can participate in the teleconference. If the
participant does not know how to call in and/or unfamiliar
with the procedure to enter the requisite user id/password,
more time is wasted to assist that participant in making the
teleconference call. This is often the case when one of the

participants is calling from another country and may require
a special dialing sequence, for example. At the designated
teleconference time, if one of the participants fails to show
up and that participant is needed for the teleconference, it
may be necessary to reschedule the teleconference so that all
the required participants may be able to participate.
0482 Furthermore, the prior art method of setting up the
teleconference call does not take into account the preference
of individual participants regarding their preferred commu
nication mode or their time-dependence communication
mode (e.g., cell phone from 7 a.m. to 10 a.m., IM from 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. and office phone the rest of the time). This type
of accommodation needs to be handled manually and indi
vidually with each participant in the prior art when the
human facilitator emails or calls around to try to set up the
teleconference.

0483. In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, there are provided computer-implemented meth
ods and apparatus for automatically setting up a teleconfer
ence among a plurality of teleconferencing participants.
Embodiments of the present invention automatically deter
mine the availability and preference of each participant. If,
at a given time within the permissible teleconference win
dow, all participants are found to be available, embodiments
of the invention employ a rendezvous call (RC) server to
automatically confirm the availability of all participants
using individual participants preferred communication
mode at the time the inquiry is made. If all required
participants consent to conduct the conference, embodi
ments of the present invention then connect the bearer
channels to each participant so that the teleconference may
proceed.
0484 As the term is employed herein, a rendezvous call
refers to a conference call that is automatically setup and
initiated based on parameters that have been entered in
advance by a facilitator. The setup is automatic in part
because the RC server monitors for presence status of the
participants and employs the participants’ preferences and
preferred mode of communication for conducting the tele
conference. Initiation is automatic in part because each
participant is called by the RC server when the RC server
determines that it is possible to conduct the teleconference
given the parameters that have been furnished regarding the
teleconference.

0485. In an embodiment, enterprise-wide RC may be
applied to modify the preferences settings that have been set
by some users. For example, if a high level manager wishes
to set up a rendezvous call at given time, the enterprise RC
rules may override a preference setting that has been set by
a low-level employee to not hold the teleconference at that
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time. The enterprise RC rules may also be employed to
enforce other RC policies, such as the level of authority
given to each participant to invite, whether long distance
teleconferencing is permissible, what to do in case of
overlapping or conflicting teleconferences or unavailability
on the part of certain participants. The enterprise RC rules
may be as simple or as complex as required by a given
enterprise.
0486 Users can also indicate preferences regarding, for
example, their general availability and preferred communi
cation modes. In some cases, users may be able to block or
permanently decline certain types of teleconference
requests, for example. Users may also specify time-depen
dent communication preference so that if, for example, a RC
were to occur in the morning, the user can be contacted at
his desk phone whereby an evening RC should be routed to
the user's cellular phone.
0487. A presence server tracks the availability of users to
determine whether all required users are available for the
purpose of conducting the RC. Using the presence server,
embodiments of the invention are able to track whether the

participants have logged on and/or the location and/or
communication method which a participant has specified. If
everyone is available, and their availability coincides with
the window that the facilitator has indicated to be a suitable

window for conducting the RC, embodiments of the inven
tion automatically inquire the participants and confirm their
availability for the rendezvous call. If all parties confirm,
embodiments of the invention create the bearer channel to

each participant, connect the bearer channel together to
create the RC, and the RC can proceed.
0488 The features and advantages of the invention may
be better understood with reference to the figures and the
discussions that follow.

0489 FIG. 19 illustrates, in accordance with an embodi
ment of the invention, a high level logic block diagram of the
automated rendezvous calling environment 1902. In FIG.
19, there is shown a mobility server 1904, representing the
physical hardware in which the RC server module 1906 is
implemented. One skilled in the art will appreciate that RC
server module 1906 may also be implemented on a separate
chassis, if desired.

0490 A plurality of RC clients 1908, 1910, 1912, and
1914 are shown. Rendezvous call client 1908 represents a
mobile handset, RC client 1910 represents a PDA: RC client
1912 represents a wired IP phone; and RC client 1914
represents a software client executing as a soft phone on a
laptop or a desktop computer. Each of RC clients 1908,
1910, 1912, and 1914 executes the RC client software that

can be employed to set up rendezvous calls with RC server
module 1906, to indicate their preferences. The RC server
module will process and/or forward this presence informa
tion to one or both of the internal presence server and
external presence server as applicable. The preferences of
the RC client are also set in the user preference data base
1924, by the RC server module.
0491 A properly authorized user may also employ his
RC client to set enterprise RC rules (in enterprise rules
database 1926). One skilled in the art will appreciate that
any computing device capable of executing the RC client
software for interacting with RC server module 1906 can be

employed. In addition, an enterprise administrator can also
use the management interface provided by the RC server
module to set the enterprise RC rules in the enterprise rules
database 1926.

0492. When a RC client 1908 wishes to set up a RC, RC

client 1908 communicates with RC server module 1906 to

indicate the block of time during which the teleconference
may take place (e.g., from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Thursday,
Dec. 1, 2007), the duration of the teleconference (e.g. 30
minutes), the required participant(s), and optionally the topic
of the RC. RC client 1908 may also specify the identify of
the required participants and the optional participants, if
desired. In an embodiment, the request by a RC client 1908
may be automatically communicated to all required partici
pants so that Such required participants may be made aware
of the pending request. In another embodiments, the request
may be automatically inserted into the electronic calendar
(e.g., via an emailed or IM calendar event request) Such that
the requested RC may be posted to the participants calen
dars, and the participants may be made aware of the pending
request. If desired, the participants may be asked to com
ment or accept or reject the proposed RC.
0493 At the start of the specified RC window (e.g., the
aforementioned 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Dec. 1, 2007), RC
server module 1906 inquires via one or both of internal
presence server 1920 and external presence server 1922
whether all participants are available. A given participants
availability may be inferred from the participants calendar
and/or log-in activity or by the application of the enterprise
conference call rules/user preference. If all participants are
not available, RC server module 1906 continues to monitor

one or both of the presence servers to detect when all
participants are available.
0494. When all participants are available, RC server
module 1906, employing the rules and preferences set up in
enterprise RC rules database 1926 and/or user preference
database 1924, sends a notification to each of the partici
pants (e.g., PDA 1910, wired IP phone 1912, and soft phone
1914) to confirm that the RC time has arrived and that the
RC is about to begin. If all participants consent, RC server
module 1906 then employs media signaling layer 1930 and
media switching layer 1934 to accomplish the bearer chan
nel connection among the participants. For example, RC
server module 1906 may employ the switching module in
mobility server 1904 to establish calls between each par
ticipant to the media server 1904 or to the enterprise PBX.
wherein the individual bearer channels may be intercon
nected to create the RC. Thereafter, the RC may begin.
0495. On the other hand, if one or more participants
decline, RC server module 1906 may return to the monitor
ing state to continue to monitor for the next opportunity to
set up the RC with the participants when all participants are
found to be available. In an embodiment, RC server module

1906 may inquire the declining user as to the time that the
declining participant wishes to conduct the RC, and may
employ that time to set up the RC again. If a participant
continues to decline, the human facilitator may optionally be
notified to manually intervene if necessary to facilitate the
initiation of the teleconference.

0496 FIG. 20 shows, in accordance with an embodiment,
the steps taken by RC server module 1906 in setting up a RC
call. In step 2002, RC server module 1906 inquires one or
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both of internal presence server 1920 and external enterprise
presence server 1922 to ascertain whether all participants are
available.

0497. If all participants are not available (no branch of
2002), the method proceeds to step 2004 to inquire whether
the RC period has expired. If the RC period has not expired,
the method returns to step 2002 to continue to monitor
whether all participants are available.
0498. On the other hand, if the RC period has expired (the
yes branch of 2004), RC cancel processing (2050) is initi
ated wherein the facilitator is notified that the RC request has
expired and it was not possible to set up the RC due to
unavailability of participants during the RC request period.
0499. If all participants are available according to the
presence server (the yes branch of step 2002, the method
proceeds to step 2010 to add the current pending RC request
to the list of eligible RC requests).
0500 The difference between a pending RC request and
an eligible RC request relates to the fact that a pending
request is a request for which all participants have not been
confirmed to be available whereas an eligible RC request is
a request for which all participants have been confirmed to
be available.

0501) For each eligible RC request, the processing pro
ceeds as follows. In step 2020, the participants associated
with an eligible RC request are identified. The same deter
mination is made for all eligible RC requests. Further,
overlapped participants are identified. As the term is
employed herein, an overlapped participant represents a
participant having overlapping eligible RC requests. For
example, if a given participant is involved in two different
eligible RC requests, both of which have an overlapping RC
request period, a potential conflict occurs since a given
participant cannot be in two different RCs simultaneously.
Thus, the overlapping participants are identified and the RC
request Sub-groups are created accordingly.
0502. In an embodiment, each participant is assigned
only to a single Sub-group. That is, no single participant is
assigned to two difference Sub-groups. Accordingly, the RC
associated with each Sub-group can proceed independently
of the other RCs associated with another sub-group. For
example, Suppose there are four eligible RC requests that are
eligible to be set up as teleconferences (i.e., all participants
have confirmed their availability). Suppose for RC 1, the
participants are A, B, and C:, for RC 2, the participants are
A, C, and D; for RC3, the participants are W, X, and Y; and
for RC 4, the participants are D, E, and F.
0503. In this case, two sub-groups can be created, with
the first sub-group comprising RC 1, RC 2, and RC 4
(involving participants A, B, C, D, E, and F). The second
sub-groups comprises the third teleconference RC3 (involv
ing participants W, X, and Y).
0504. In step 2024, it is ascertained whether, for each
eligible RC request, any of the participants are involved in
multiple eligible RC requests. If not, the method proceeds to
block 2026 wherein the RC for those eligible requests, i.e.,
those RCs comprising participants that are not involved in
any other eligible RC request, is set up. In this example, the
third RC involving participants W, X, and Y can be set up
in step 2026.

0505. On the other hand, if the participants are involved
in multiple RC requests (as in the case of RC 1, RC 2, and
RC4), the method proceeds to step 2030 to sort and identify
optimal non-overlapping RC request Sub-groups. For
example, with reference to the example herein, since RC 1.
RC 2, and RC 4 are identified to involve overlapping
participants, an algorithm may be created to determine
whether some RCs may have a higher priority than others,
whether within a sub-group certain RCs do not have over
lapping participants, and the like.
0506. In this case, it is ascertained that RC 2 and RC 4 do
not have overlapping participants. However, the 1st telecon
ference RC (involving participants A, B, and C) has a
conflicting participant with both the 2nd teleconference RC
2 (involving participants A, C, and D) and the 4th telecon
ference RC 4 (involving participants D, E, and F). An
example algorithm may vote to suggest that, by conducting
RC 2 and RC 4, the number of teleconferences that can be

conducted simultaneously is maximized.
0507 However, it is possible that another algorithm may
determine that RC 1 involves a more pressing topic or a
more important participant or group of participants and
should take precedence. These different algorithms for
resolving conflicts are only examples and may be as simple
or as complicated as desired by a given enterprise.
0508 Following the present example, the method pro
ceeds to step 2032 where the RC call setup processing for
the RC request from the non-overlapping sub-groups is
executed. In this case, the RC call setup processing for RC
2 and RC 4 would be initiated, leading thereafter to the RC
call setup process 2026 for these two teleconferences. The
RCs that did not get set up may be returned to the list of
pending RC requests or may stay as an eligible RC request
if desired.

0509 FIG. 21 shows, in accordance with an embodiment,
a simple call flow involving two teleconference participants.
In this example, user A and user B are requested to partici
pate in an RC via a pending RC request and the RC request
period has begun. Furthermore, for the purpose of the
present example, user A's starting state is available whereas
user B's starting state is not available. As shown in FIG. 21,
user A makes an RC request to a mobility server for the RC
(2102). Mobility server 2102 responds in 2104 with a
rendezvous call ID (RCID) which is, for example, 1900 in
this case.

0510) Period, 2106 pertains generally to RC request
processing. Period 2108 pertains to the processing of pend
ing RC requests. Thus, user Amay inquire the list of pending
RC requests in which user A has been specified to be a
participant. Assuming that no other user has requested that
user A participate in another RC, mobility server returns
(2110) with the list of teleconferences in which user A is a
requested participants. Period 2112 pertains to the confir
mation period wherein the presence server has noted that the
participants have become available and the RC server mod
ule is confirming whether the participants wish to conduct a
teleconference. Thus, user Bavailability is updated with the
presence server in mobility server (2120).
0511 Noting the availability of both user A and user B.
mobility server 2102 then sends the prompt that confirms
whether the user A and user Be wish to conduct a telecon
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ference at this time. This is shown by reference numbers
2122 to user Band 2124 to user A, respectively. User B then
responds (2126) and user A also responds (2128). If both
users accept the teleconference request, processing proceeds
according to the steps shown in period 2140. If one or both
of the participants decline, processing proceeds according to
the steps shown in period 2150. In period 2150, if one or
both of user A and user B reject the request by the conference
call server module (implemented within the mobility server
in this example), mobility server then sends the cancel notify
(2152/2154) to one or both of user A and user B indicating
that the request is rejected. The notification may also be sent
if the pending request has timed out, i.e., the RC request
period has expired.
0512. On the other hand, if both participants A and B
agree to conduct a teleconference, mobility server 2102 then
sends out the notification (2142 and 2144, respectively) to
user Band user A to indicate that the teleconference is about

to be set up.
0513 FIG.22 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present intention, the call flow for setting up the
teleconference using the parameters specified in the example
of FIG. 21, except that the mobility server is now shown to
include as constituent components presence server, call
control, and RC server. Thus, in the RC request processing
period 2206, user A indicates his availability status to the
presence server and RC request and RC response are com
municated between the RC server and user A. During the
query pending RC request period 2220, the request for the
pending RC list involving user A and the response with the
RC list involving user A are communicated between user A
and the RC server as shown. During the prompting period
2240 during which the RC server is attempting to confirm
with all participants that the participants are now available
and should be conducting the teleconference. Thus, the
availability, of user B is communicated between user Band
the presence server, and the presence server communicates
the present status of user B to RC server. The prompt to
confirm the teleconference is communicated from the RC

server to the users A and B, respectively, and the responses
from each user is communicated back to the RC server

respectively. In the responses, one or both users may accept
or reject the requested teleconference. If one or both users
reject the requested teleconference from the RC server, the
RC server may send the cancel notification to the users
respectively (if rejected).
0514. On the other hand, if both participants accept, the
RC server then sends the in progress notification to both
participants respectively during accept RC call period 2270.
Thereafter, the RC server communicates with call control

via a call control message indicating that participants A and
B should now be set up in a teleconference. Call control then
employs, for example, the SIP invite message to participants
to user AN and user Brendezvous-enabled communication

device to begin setting Up the teleconference
0515. As can be appreciated from the foregoing, embodi
ments of the invention eliminate the manual and time

consuming steps involved in setting up the teleconference
beforehand via one communication mode (e.g., Outlook,
IM, in person, email in advance, or telephone in advance) in
order to manually confirm with each participant regarding
the time and availability, for the teleconference. Embodi

ments of the invention also eliminate the need for a human

facilitator to manually connect each participant or for the
participant to call in manually, further eliminating the pos
sibility for error or forgetfulness. By using a combination of
the presence server, the enterprise RC rules, and the user
preferences, the user can be communicated when the user is
available within the RC request period using the communi
cation mode preferred by the user and in accordance with the
business rules set up by the enterprise. In this manner,
teleconferences can be set up in an efficient and automated
manner, eliminating reducing wasted time and confusion
and/or frustration on the part of the facilitator and/or the
participants of the teleconference.
0516 D. Call Routing Via Recipient Authentication
0517 1. More and more enterprises are allowing their
employees to use their cellular phones for business pur
poses. Employees use their cellular phones to place calls into
the enterprise to access enterprise Voice features such as
checking voice-mails, setting call-forwarding number, etc.
In these cases, the enterprise server authenticates the caller
over IVR (Interactive Voice Response). These are instances
where employee specific data is pulled by an employee from
the enterprise.
0518) 2. In the future, a lot of enterprise features will be
pushed to the cellular phones, such as Personal Information
Management (PIM) over voice, email voice over phone, etc.
To push all these features to a cellular phone, the enterprise
server needs to establish a connection to the employee's
cellular phone by initiating a call from the enterprise. Such
a connection assumes that the enterprise employee has his
cellular phone. In case the enterprise employee does not
have his cellular phone, or has started using another cellular
phone (borrowed, loaner or replacements phone), the fol
lowing issues arise for the mobility applications:
0519 a. The enterprise risks loosing the proprietary/
personal information to an unauthorized person. This infor
mation includes phone calls intended for the enterprise
employee, emails over voice mail, PIM information etc.
0520 b. Also, in case the employee does not answer the
phone call initiated by the enterprise server, the cellular
operator voice mail will answer the call and record the
enterprise emails and Voicemails in its mailbox.
0521. This invention discusses a method by which the
enterprise server can establish the authenticity of the person
in possession of the cellular phone. It also ensures that the
entity that answered the phone is really the enterprise
employee and not operator voice mail system or some
un-authorized person.
0522. 3. Method. This invention is implemented by
devising a cellular handset application which authenticates
the user. The authentication logic is outlined below
0523 a. Upon start of the application, it prompts the
employee for the authentication information Such as user
name and password. This information may be stored in the
application for limited time period as cache. The cache will
expire after configured time period.
0524) b. When the enterprise server calls the employee,
the application will answer the call before the phone rings.
If the user's login information has expired, the application
gets the users attention (by ringing, for example) and asks
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the user to authenticate again. If the user's login information
has not expired then his cached authentication information is
used. The application transmits a sequence of numbers
(Reversed Caller ID-RID) to the server using DTMF to
authenticate the user who is using this cellular phone. This
sequence is derived using the user name and password
entered by the employee.
0525 c. Server authenticates the employee by calculating
RID using the same user name and password provisioned on
the server.

0526 d. If the RID matches, the server is assured that it
is the authenticated employee using the cellular phone and
it may commence the mobility application Such as phones
calls, phone call hand-overs, email voice over, Voice mail
etc.

0527 e. If the server does not receive the RID within a
pre-defined interval after the call is received (OFF-HOOK
equivalent) or if the RID does not match, it may assume that
it is not the authenticated user on the cellular phone. At this
stage either the phone call may be terminated or may be
routed to the Voice mail system in case of single voice mail
application.
0528 4. Benefits. Using the above method for mobility
applications the enterprise server may achieve the following
benefits.

0529 a. Enterprise information protection. The enter
prise server can distinguish between an authorized employee
using the cellular phone and un-authorized user or operator
voice mail by making use of RID For example—
0530 i. Transparent call routing User possesses a dual
mode (Wi-Fi and Cellular phone) with Voice over IP appli
cation. For incoming call routing if the server determines
that user is not reachable over VoIP, it may choose to connect
over cellular network. This method will ensure that it is

reaching the authorized user.
0531 ii. Voice over IP (VoIP) to cellular hand-off this
method ensures that it is the same employee who was
connected over VoIP.

0532 b. Single Voice Mail—If the employee chooses not
to answer the incoming cellular call from enterprise server—
this method ensures that the voice mail is not left with the

cellular operator voice mail system. Since the server can
determine that operator voice mail system has answered the
call indicated by lack of the RID in the beginning of the
connected call, the server may choose to hang-up the cellular
call and route the call to the internal voice mail, thus

enabling Single Voice Mail.
0533. To elaborate, as discussed earlier, the mobility
server has the capability to seamlessly connect, as one leg of
a given call, from the mobility server to an employee's
mobility client in the public cellular network despite the fact
that the caller has placed a call to the employee's extension
number in the enterprise instead of to the employee's
mobility client. For example, if a call has been placed to the
employee's extension in the enterprise and the employee has
registered his mobility client (e.g., registered his public
mobility client number) as a telephone to which calls to the
employee's extension number in the enterprise can be for
warded, the call from the caller can be connected from the

caller's handset to the mobility server as one leg of the call.

As the other leg of the call, the mobility server can connect,
using its own switch or the PBXs switching capability, back
out to the public cellular telephone network and via the
public cellular telephone network to the employee's mobil
ity client. This is so even though the call was made to the
employee's extension number in the enterprise.
0534. As another example, the employee may possess a
dual mode telephone and roam away from a Wi-Fi area, such
as from within the premise of the enterprise out to an area
not covered by Wi-Fi but instead covered by the public
cellular telephone network. In this case, in the middle of the
call, a hand-off may occur whereby the mobility server
and/or the employee's dual mode telephone realize that the
employee dual mode telephone has roamed outside of Wi-Fi
coverage and that the call needs to continue via the public
cellular telephone network to the employee's dual mode
telephone (now operating in the cellular mode).
0535 Although this capability represents a dramatic
improvement in convenience and ease of manageability of
the employee's telephones presence, Some interesting chal
lenges arise. One of the challenges pertains to the security
implications of transmitting Voice and/or data to a mobility
client that may or may not be in the physical possession of
the employee. For example if the mobility client has been
stolen or if the mobility client has been loaned to another
person, Such as the employee's friend or a relative, a security
risk is created with respect to the voice and data transmitted
to the mobility client. The risk is magnified since the caller
may not realize that the call has ended up outside of the
enterprise despite the fact that the caller has dialed the
employee's enterprise extension number and has expected,
based on past experience or conditioning, the call to termi
nate within the enterprise.
0536 Another challenge relates to voicemail manage
ment. Since the caller makes the call to the employee's
enterprise extension number, the typical expectation is that
if the employee does not answer the telephone, the enter
prise’s voicemail system would pick up and be employed to
store any voicemail that the caller wishes to leave. In some
cases, the employee may not answer the call due to the fact
that, for example, the telephone may not be turned on or
there may be no connectivity to the cellular network or the
employee may simply fail to hear the ring tone to answer the
call. Yet since the mobility server transparently and seam
lessly passes, if the employee fails to answer the call or has
roamed away, the call to the public mobility client number
to terminate the call via the public cellular telephone net
work, the message may be picked up by the cellular voice
mail box of the public cellular service provider instead.
0537. In accordance with embodiments of the invention,
there is provided a cellular recipient authentication (CRA)
technique to authenticate the identity of the called party
prior to the completion of the call between the mobility
server and the mobility client operating in the public cellular
network. In the context of this technique, the mobility client
may refer either to a cellular-only telephone that runs the
mobility software to enable the mobility client to be con
nected via the mobility server or may also refer to a dual
Wi-Fi/cellular mode telephone that has roamed outside of
Wi-Fi coverage.
0538 In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, prior to completing the call leg between the
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mobility server (which may represent either the mobility
server Switching functionality or a combination of the
mobility server and the enterprise PBX depending on imple
mentation), the cellular recipient is authenticated. During the
authentication period, the recipient is given a fixed amount
of time to provide authentication information that is satis
factory to the mobility server.
0539. If the authentication information provided by the
recipient is unsatisfactory or if proper authentication does
not arrive within the allotted authentication time, the mobil

ity server does not create the bearer channel connection
between itself and the mobility client via the public network.
As such, even if the employee's mobility client is lost/stolen
or if the employee loaned the mobility client to another
person, the lack of proper authentication information would
inhibit the bearer channel from being established between
the mobility server and the mobility client. In this manner,
Voice/data security is assured.
0540 Further, if the employee does not answer the cel
lular call, the authentication information would not be

received by the mobility server within the allotted authen
tication period. In this case, the bearer channel is not
established between the mobility server and the mobility
client and thus the voice/data call will not be stored in the

voicemail box of the public network. Instead, if the
employee fails to answer the cellular call (i.e., fails to pick
up the call), the mobility server logic would instead com
plete the bearer data connection to the employee enterprise
voicemail box, thereby enabling the caller to leave the
message in the enterprise voicemail box.
0541. In an embodiment, the employee may have entered
and cached the authentication information earlier (e.g., when
the client application is activated for the first time). Thus,
even though the employee may not have answer the cellular
call, authentication information about the recipient of the
call may still be sent to the mobility server. Thus, authen
tication may be performed and the mobility server may still
establish a bearer channel to connect the voice/data call to

the voicemail box of the public network.
0542. In an embodiment, the cache authentication infor
mation may be set to expire periodically (e.g., every 24
hours, every hour, user configurable time). As such, even if
the employee's mobility client is lost/stolen or if the
employee loaned the mobility client to another person, the
unauthorized third party is notable to establish a connection
with the mobility server. In addition, once the cache has
expired, the employee may have to reenter the authentication
information the next time the employee may wish to estab
lish a connection with the mobility server.
0543. In an embodiment, the authentication is provided
using an inline encoding technique from the mobility client
to the mobility server. Such encoding techniques may
include, for example, DTMF (Dual Tone Multi-Frequency)
signaling. In an example, the employee may utilize the
mobility client’s keypad to enter in the required authentica
tion information. In another embodiment, the user may
verbally provide the authentication information so that the
authentication information may be processed by voice rec
ognition technologies. Other forms of encoding, Such as
those associated with GPRS (General Packet Radio Ser
vice), GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication),
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access), etc., may also be
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employed as long as the necessary authentication data is
satisfactorily transmitted by the user via the mobility client
and received by the mobility server within the allotted
authentication period.
0544. In an embodiment, both the software within the
employee's mobility client and the Software executing on
the mobility server implement the same mathematical func
tion to compute an authentication result. For example, the
software on the employee's mobility client may compute the
authentication result as a function of the userID, password,
and/or any other authentication data that the recipient has set
up beforehand with the mobility server. The same math
ematical function operating on the same parameters is also
computed by the mobility server.
0545. When the mobility server receives the authentica
tion result computed by the mobility client software (which
may be transmitted to the mobility server in an encrypted or
unencrypted form), the mobility server would compare the
received authentication result with the authentication result

that the mobility server has internally calculated. If the two
authentication results match, authentication is deemed to be

successful and the bearer channel between the mobility
server and the mobility client may be established.
0546. In an embodiment, the mathematical function
employed to calculate the authentication results may also
employ a nonce value. For example, the mobility server may
provide a nonce value to the mobility client as part of the
authentication procedure. The use of the nonce value further
strengthens data security since Such use helps minimize the
impact of replay attacks.
0547 The above-discussed specific authentication tech
niques are only examples it should be kept in mind, how
ever, that authentication may be accomplished in any rea
sonable manner, and the use of a userID, a password, and/or
the aforementioned nonce value may not be required in all
situations. What is important is that the identity of the
cellular recipient (instead of or in addition to the identity of
the mobility client) is confirmed by the mobility server
before the mobility server establishes the bearer channel
between itself and the mobility client via the public cellular
telephone network.
0548. The features and advantages of various embodi
ments of the invention may be better understood with
reference to the figures and discussions that follow. FIG. 23
shows, in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention, a call flow for the cellular recipient authentication
procedure that takes place when a new telephone call is
made by a caller to a recipient via the recipient’s enterprise
extension number. In this example of FIG. 23, the recipient
has roamed outside of Wi-Fi coverage (in the case of the
dual mode Wi-Fi/cellular mobility client) or the recipient is
not at his desk and has specified for the call to be forwarded
to his mobility client.
0549. With reference to FIG. 23, caller A employs a
signaling protocol to inform mobility server 2230 that caller
A wishes to connect with the telephone at the extension
associated with recipient B. For example, caller A may call
the telephone number 111-222-3333 that is associated with
the enterprise, and has further entered the extension number
(such as 4444) associated with the recipient. The signaling
is shown in FIG. 23 by reference number 2302.
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0550 Mobility server 2320, realizing that the call needs
to terminate via the public network, contacts the mobility
client of recipient B via signaling paths 2304 and 2306
through the mobility client network to the mobility client of
recipient B.
0551 Furthermore, the attempt to establish contact with
recipient B also starts the authentication period, shown in
FIG. 23 by reference number 2314. If proper authentication
2308 is received within the allotted authentication period
2314, mobility server 2320 then establishes a bearer channel
to recipient B’s mobility client via the cellular network. In
an embodiment, the authentication requires active partici
pation by the user to provide confidential authentication data
to the mobility server (via the mobility client). As such, the
call is authenticated with the person, and not only with the
handset.

0552. The bearer channel is shown by reference number
2310 in FIG. 23, depicting the connection between mobility
server 2320 to the public network and to recipient B’s
mobility client. The establishment of the bearer channel
between mobility server 2320 and recipient B’s mobility
client completes the end-to-end bearer channel from caller A
to recipient B.
0553 When the call (which might be either a data call or
voice call) is completed, either caller A or recipient B may
provide the hang up signal (hang up signal 2312 is provided
by caller A in the example of FIG. 23), resulting in the call
being terminated (2314). Notice that, in this case, unless
proper authentication 2308 is received within the allotted
authentication period 2314, the bearer channel between
caller A and recipient B is not completed. As part of the
authentication procedure, a nonce value may be provided
(e.g., as part of signaling 2306) if desired.
0554 FIG. 24 shows, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention, a call flow that occurs when the
recipient does not answer the cellular call. This may occur
when the cellular recipient has no coverage (either Wi-Fi or
cellular) or if the mobility client is turned off or if the
recipient simply fails to answer the call.
0555. In this case, the voicemail message from caller A is
left with the enterprise voicemail box instead of with the
public cellular system's voicemail box, thereby simplifying
Voicemail management and reducing confusion for both the
caller and the recipient. With reference to FIG. 24, caller A
informs mobility server 2320 that it wishes to establish a call
to recipient B by dialing the enterprise's telephone number,
followed by the recipient’s extension number. This is shown
by reference number 2402 in FIG. 24.
0556) Mobility server 2320 then realizes that it needs to
complete the call to recipient B via the cellular network (for
example, when immobility server 2320 knows that recipient
B has roamed outside of Wi-Fi coverage). Mobility server
2320 then makes a call to the cellular network (2404) and
since the recipient does not answer, the signaling portion of

network and, therefore, does not even know that the public
cellular network’s voicemail is involved. During this
authentication period, caller A may for example hear a
prerecorded message from mobility server 2320 asking
caller A to wait while an attempt is made to find recipient B.
0558 Since recipient B does not answer the call, proper
authentication is not received by mobility server 2320 within
authentication period 2314. Accordingly, mobility server
2320 does not complete the bearer channel leg between itself
and the voicemail box in the public cellular network.
Instead, mobility server 2320 completes the call by creating
a bearer channel between itself and the recipient’s enterprise
Voicemail box, resulting in an end-to-end bearer channel
between caller A and the recipient’s enterprise voicemail
box. This is shown by reference 2412 in FIG. 24. The caller
A may know begin to record a voicemail message in the
enterprise voicemail box of recipient B.
0559). At some point in time, caller A completes the call
and indicates to mobility server 2320 that it hangs up (2414),
resulting in mobility server 2320 terminating the call.
0560. As can be appreciated from FIG. 24, in the case
where the recipient does not answer the cellular call, a call
to the recipients enterprise extension will result in the
Voicemail message being left in the recipient’s enterprise
voicemail box even though mobility server 2320 had
attempted to complete the call via the public network. From
the user's perspective, the Voicemail message is left in the
proper voicemail box (i.e., the enterprise's voicemailbox of
recipient B) that is associated with the telephone number
dialed (the recipient’s enterprise extension in this case),
thereby reducing confusion and simplifying voicemail man
agement.

0561. In some cases, the call to the recipient’s mobility
client may be initiated by the mobility server itself. The
situation may occur, for example, if the recipient is a party
to a conference call that was set up beforehand, and the
mobility server is attempting to establish contact with all
conference call participants when the time comes to estab
lish the conference call. Again, if the cellular recipient
cannot be authenticated, mobility server 2320 does not allow
the bearer channel to be completed to the recipient’s mobil
ity client, thereby protecting the confidentiality of the infor
mation.

0562. With reference to FIG. 25, mobility server 2320
begins by calling (2502) the public cellular network to
attempt to establish via the public cellular network a call to
recipient B (2504). As part of the attempt to establish contact
with recipient B, mobility server 2320 starts the countdown
for the authentication. This is shown by reference number
2314 in FIG. 25.

0563. If the recipient is successfully authenticated during
the allotted authentication period 2314 (the recipient authen
tication is shown by reference number 2508), mobility
server 2320 then establishes a bearer channel to recipient B

the call is established into the cellular network voicemail

via the cellular network. This bearer channel is shown in

after some time, as shown by reference number 2406.
0557. When mobility server 2320 attempts to contact the
recipient, it also starts the authentication period 2314 and
waits for the proper authentication from the recipient. Dur
ing this time, caller A does not have an end-to-end bearer
channel to the voicemail box of the public cellular telephone

FIG. 25 by reference number 2510. Thereafter, the call
(which may be voice or data) can proceed between mobility
server 2320 and recipient B.
0564) When the call is completed, either mobility server
2320 or recipient B may hang up, thereby terminating the
call. This is shown by reference number 2512 in FIG. 25.
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0565. As can be appreciated from FIG. 25, if the recipient
B fails to authenticate within the allotted authentication

period 2314 the call to recipient B does not proceed, and
data-Voice security is protected. In an embodiment, if the
authentication does not arrive within the authentication

period 2314, mobility server 2320 may connect the bearer
channel to the recipient’s enterprise voicemail box. How
ever, this is an implementation choice.
0566. As can be appreciated from the foregoing, embodi
ments of the invention allow the mobility server to ascertain
the identity of the cellular recipient prior to allowing the call
to proceed to the recipient's mobility client. In so doing, the
security of the voice call or the data call is assured even if
the recipient’s mobility client is lost or stolen, or loaned to
another person. That is, unless the authentication is properly
received from the recipient, the fact that an unauthorized
third party physically answers the call does not automati
cally result in the receipt of confidential voice/data infor
mation.

0567 Furthermore, the cellular recipient authentication
procedure ensures that if the recipient does not answer his
cellular call, the voicemail message is left in the proper
voicemail box that is associated with the telephone number
called by the caller. Thus, if the caller calls the recipients
enterprise extension number, the Voicemail message is left
with the recipients enterprise voicemail box even if, as part
of the attempt to complete the call, the mobility server 2320
contacts the recipient's mobility client via the public mobil
ity client number voicemail box, Voicemail management is
improved and user confusion is reduced.
0568 E. Reducing Data Loss in Media Handoffs
0569 1. Background:
0570). With the advent and rapid deployment of Wi-Fi
networks, people are using their Wi-Fi enabled devices for
data applications like email, internet usage, SIM etc. Simul
taneously, after years of trials and tribulations, VoIP is
maturing as a viable alternative to the legacy telephony.
Confluence of these two events is making VOWI-FI (or
VOFI) a very exciting proposition. One of the key require
ments for VOFI is seamless handoff when moving across
WLAN similar to what is available in cellular networks.

When the device is dual mode (cellular and Wi-Fi capable),
then the handoff can happen between Wi-Fi and cellular
networks.

0571) 2. Summary:
0572 At present, there are no ratified standards for hand
off between APs in Wi-Fi networks and no deployed prod
ucts are providing the facility. Also, due to the fact that
WLAN and cellular networks are managed by different
entities, there is no mechanism to do a handoff between the
tWO.

0573 The invention provides mechanisms for roaming/
handoff within Wi-Fi networks and handoff between cellular
and Wi-Fi network for voice calls. It is assumed that calls on

Wi-Fi networks are VoIP calls using SIP, though it doesn’t
preclude using any other control plane protocol. It is also
assumed that in a typical VoIP network, there exists a SIP
proxy server for call processing and a voice/media Switching
engine for RTP packet processing. For simplicity, we assume
that both the components reside within a single server box.

0574) 3. Detailed Description:
0575 Following important criteria are used to making a
handoff decision:

0576. As far as possible, least expensive network should
be used for making Sustaining and Switching a voice call. In
most of the cases, Wi-Fi network is preferred choice for this
requirement.
0577. When the handoff situation arrives time taken for
the handoff should be really very small. This requires very
early detection for triggering handoff and very quick Switch
ing.
0578 4. Handoff Scenarios:
0579. a. Handoff Within Wi-Fi Network:
0580. When a mobile user roams within a Wi-Fi network,
it is attached to only one AP at a time. As it moves out of
range of that AP, it attaches to another AP. If a voice call is
active when the roaming occurs, there will be some packet
loss because of the time it takes to attach. This is mainly due
to the fact that the device gets a new IP address resulting in
RTP packet loss. It also results in loss of SIP session
maintained with a SIP proxy server. IEEE standard 802.11r
specifies fast roaming mechanism which allows device
preauthentication with all the APs detected in the neighbor
hood. However, this does not avoid allocation of new IP
address.

0581. In order to avoid the problem of losing RTP packet
stream, the voice/media switching device is notified of the
impending roaming situation. The Voice/media Switch can
buffer a few RTP packets while the device attaches to the
new AP. This notification also prepares the media switch to
expect a change of source address for the RTP packets from
the device. This source address can be stored for a brief

period of time and used for sending RTP packets coming
from the other device with which the call is active. In order

to prevent any security breach due to address spoofing or
DOS type of attack, the voice switch starts a timer of say 30
seconds. Within 30 seconds, the device needs to register the
same IP address with the SIP server as part of the secure
authentication. This IP address is sent to the voice/media

switch. Voice/media switch then stops the timer and contin
ues passing Voice packets across till the call ends. It is
assumed that after attaching to the new AP, the time taken to
acquire new IP address is miniscule and is within the range
here there is no noticeable glitch in the voice stream for the
listening user.
0582 There are two methods of notification/detection of
AP to AP roaming.
0583. If the device pre-authenticates with one or more
APs, it sends the information of the APs along with their
SSIDs, signal strengths and other information to the server.
This will prepare the server for an impending handoff
situation. Just before attaching to a new AP, the device can
send a quick notification to the server.
0584) If the device moves into a Zone where signal
strength Suddenly drops to Zero and does not allow the
device to send any notification, the voice/media Switch
detects loss of periodic RTP traffic and initiates buffering the
packets destined for the roaming device. When the device is
detected again then the buffered voice is played to it while
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the IP address validation continues as described above. This
buffered voice can’t be more than 150-200 ms and is

discarded if the time it takes to acquire new IP address is
huge.

0585 Another mechanism for a seamless handoff when
going from one AP to another is by first doing a handoff to
PSTN network and then come back to Wi-Fi. This method

assures that when the call leg comes back from PSTN to
Wi-Fi, there is no potential glitch being caused just in case
the device does not get IP address from the AP/WLAN
switch or the router within a short period of time. The
handoff mechanism between Wi-Fi network and PSTN
network is described in the next section.

0586 b. Handoff Between Wi-Fi and Cellular Network:
0587. The primary reason for a handoff from Wi-Fi to
PSTN is performed when the device moves out of the Wi-Fi
range while continuing to be in the cellular range. When the
device comes back into Wi-Fi range and stays there for a
good amount of time, the handoff happens from PSTN to
Wi-Fi. To fulfill these requirements, the mobile device keeps
on monitoring the Wi-Fi signal strength as well as keeping
track of all the APs it can potentially attach to. When one or
both of these set of data determines that there is no good
Wi-Fi network to use for the voice call, device and server put
together needs to initiate a handoff to the PSTN network. In
certain cases, even if the Wi-Fi network is perfect, it is
possible that L3 network (IP in this case) is in a bad shape
and incapable of forwarding high priority/time and delay
sensitive traffic like voice (RTP) properly. A period L3 QOS
test performed between the device and server provides this
data set. Based on the L2 and L3 capability, decision for a
handoff is made.

0588. There are two potential cases of Wi-Fi signal
depletion and/or loss.
0589. In one case, there is a steady degradation as the
mobile user moves away from the access point, and in other
the signal drops to Zero because the user has moved to an
unreachable area (e.g., an elevator).
0590. In the second case, the signal can suddenly drop to
Zero or can do so very quickly.
0591. In order for the server to detect the need for
handoff, it needs to handle both the situations mentioned
above. In the first case, when the device detects a slow

degradation, it notifies the server once a low signal threshold
is reached. This notification will go on the Wi-Fi network
over the control plane being used by SIP. Once the server
receives this notification, it initiates a handoff and creates a

call leg through the PSTN and cellular network.
0592. In the second case, when the signal strength just
drops to Zero, the device does not get a chance to send any
notification for the server to initiate a handoff. In such

situation, server relies on the data/media plane to determine
loss of Wi-Fi. When the voice call is active, periodic RTP
packets are received by the server. When there is no Wi-Fi
signal, RTP packets would not be received by the server.
Lack of arrival of a finite number of consecutive packets
triggers the handoff initiation to PSTN leg. This holds true
even in case of silence where a typical endpoint would send
less, infrequent packets during persistent silence. In this

proposal, silence suppression is not used but VAD/CNG
packets are sent out with the same periodicity as regular
Voice packets.
0593. When the mobile device roams back into a Wi-Fi
network and attaches to an NAP and obtains an TIP address,

it REGISTERS with the SIP server and starts sending
periodic keep-alive (KA) messages. When the KA messages
are received for a good amount of time (say 60 seconds),
then a handoff from PSTN to Wi-Fi is initiated. This is done

provided the information on L2 and L3 QOS is considered
handoff-worthy.
0594. Features and advantages of the present invention
may be better understood with reference to the figures and
discussions that follow.

0595 As mentioned above, an issue facing users in the
prior art relates to disruption that may occur during wireless
communication. During a telecommunication session (e.g.,
Voice communication, audio streaming, video streaming,
and/or financial information streaming), undesirable inter
ruptions may occur resulting in loss of data. Generally, when
the telecommunication device being employed is stationary,
there may be insignificant interruptions. However, when the
telecommunication device is being moved from one cover
age area to another, signal levels may deteriorate and cause
the telecommunication session to be disrupted, resulting in
a negative telecommunication experience.

0596) Consider the situation wherein, for example, a user

of a mobile telecommunication device is participating in a
telecommunication session. During the telecommunication
session, the user of the mobile telecommunication device

may roam outside of a wireless coverage area (e.g., wireless
access point).
0597 To facilitate discussion, FIG. 26 show a prior art
simple block diagram of access points connected to different
controllers. In the prior art, each coverage area may be
managed by an independent wireless LAN controller. In an
example, a first access point 2602 may be connected to a
controller 2604 and a second access point 106 may be
connected to a different controller 2608. Controller 2604 and

controller 2608 are independent of one another and are not
configure to communicate with one another even though a
mobile telecommunication 2610 device may be able to
communicate with both access points (access point 2602 and
access point 2606).
0598) When the user of mobile telecommunication
device 2610 moves from the coverage area supported by first
access point 2602 to the coverage area Supported by second
access point 2606 (as shown by a path 2612), mobile
telecommunication device 2610 may have to disconnect
from first access point 2602 before creating a new connec
tion with second access point 2606. In an example, the user
of mobile telecommunication device 2610 may have to
disconnect (e.g., hang up) from first access point 2602 (via
an IP address from IP address space 2614) and may have to
redial to be reconnected with the receiving party via second
access point 2606 (via an IP address from IP address space
2616).
0599. The inability for the two controllers of the two
access points to communicate with one another to enable a
seamless handoff may cause disruption to the telecommu
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nication session and provide a negative telecommunication
experience to both parties of the telecommunication session.
0600 FIG. 27 shows a simple prior art block diagram of
access points linked to all interconnected set of controllers.
A set of access points (2702 and 2704) is connected to a
controller 2706. Even though the access points may be of
different standards and may not communicate directly with
one another controller 2706 may have a transcoder that may
enable the two access points (2702 and 2704) to communi
cate with one another. In an example, as a user of a mobile
telecommunication on device 2708 roams from access point
2702 to access point 2704 (as shown by a path 220),
controller 2706 may be able to transfer mobile telecommu
nication device 2708 to access point 2704 without changing
IP address.

0601) Further, if mobile telecommunication device 2708
is only enabled with one transceiver, mobile telecommuni
cation device 2708 may only be able to connect with one
access point at a time. Therefore, telecommunication device
2708 may have to disconnect from access point 2702 before
connecting to access point 2704, creating a gap in the
telecommunication session. During the gap, IP packets that
may have already been sent may be discarded since the
destination (e.g., mobile telecommunication 2708) may be
unavailable. As a result, mobile telecommunication device

2708 may not receive all incoming IP packets. Although the
gap is usually not large during handoff between access
points of the same controller, the loss of IP packets may
cause Some disruption in the telecommunication session. In
ant example, during a telephone conversation, the disruption
may cause a "choppy Voice quality.
0602. In a further example, if the user of mobile tele
communication device 2708 continues to roan (as shown by
a path 2722) and enters the coverage area Supported by
access point 2710, which is managed by a controller 2712,
controller 2706 may be able to perform a handoff to con
troller 2712. Although a handoff is possible between two
interconnected controllers, a disruption may generally occur.
In an example, controller 2706 may be associated with an IP
address from IP address space 2714 and controller 2712 may
be associated with an IP address from IP address space 2716.
Thus, when handoff occurs, the connection with IP address

from Paddress space 2714 may be disconnected and another
connection may be established with IP address from IP
address space 2716 resulting in loss of IP packets (e.g., data
loss).
0603 Event if the set of controllers may be configured to
perform handoff without creating a telecommunication ses
sion with a new IP address, the latency that may exist during
the handoff between two access points on different control
lers tends to be greater than the latency that may exist in a
transfer between two access points on the same controller.
One reason is that the transfer between two controllers tends

to go through both controllers.
0604. In an example, a user may be roaming while
watching a boxing match on his Wi-Fi mobile telephone.
While roaming, the user may be moving from one access
point to another. Each time the user moves into a coverage
area Supported by an access point that is managed by a
different controller the user may have to reconnect with a
new IP address. Although the handoff is possible there is
usually more latency that may occur since IP address is

changing. Thus, each time the user loses connection, the user
generally does not receive the missing IP packets that may
have been sent while the user was disconnected. As a result,

the telecommunication session may be unclear and/or dis
torted during the handoff.
0605 Further, this method of interconnected controllers
is generally implemented utilizing proprietary protocol.
Accordingly, for the handoff to be performed, the mobile
telecommunication devices, the access points, and even the
controllers may need to be provided by the same supplier or
collaborating Suppliers. The hardware limitation may restrict
the choices available to an enterprise that may want to
deploy a wireless communication system with handoff capa
bility. In addition, the cost associated with Switching hard
ware may be a significant factor that may further limit the
flexibility of the enterprise to update its telecommunication
infrastructure.

0606. In accordance with embodiments of the present
invention, there is provided a wireless communication sys
tem solution that includes a seamless wireless handoff that

may be implemented by an enterprise. In accordance with
one aspect of the present invention, the inventors herein
realized that data loss that may occur during a handoff
between two wireless access points may be substantially
eliminated by buffering the IP packets being transmitted
during the handoff. Embodiments of the invention enable the
wireless communication system to incorporate such a buffer
system. Embodiments of the invention further include
implementing the buffer system on a mobility client and a
mobility server.
0607 Consider the situation wherein, for example, the
user of a mobility client is communicating with a user on an
external telecommunication device via a wireless access

point. During the telecommunication session, the user of the
mobility client may roam.
0608. In an embodiment of the invention, the mobility
client may include a mobility manager client module
capable of communicating with a mobility manager server
module located on the mobility server. As the user of the
mobility client roams, the mobility manager client module
may detect (via a detecting mechanism) that the signal
strength is deteriorating and that another access point is
available, which may offer a stronger signal. In addition, the
mobility manager client module may notify the mobility
manager server module when a handoff is forthcoming.
0609. In an embodiment, the wireless communication
system may include a voice engine module and a media
server and Voice quality engine module capable of buffering
outgoing IP packets. The purpose of the buffer system is to
prepare for potential IP packets loss as the user roams from
one access point to another.
0610. In an embodiment, after a new connection has been
established with an access point that does not require an IP
address change, the Voice engine module and the media
server and Voice quality engine module may remove the
buffer system and begin forwarding and synchronizing the
incoming IP packets. As a result, a seamless transition may
occur with substantially no IP packets loss.
0611. In another embodiment, the media server and voice
quality engine module may buffer the incoming IP packets
until the mobility client has completed the registration
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process, if an IP address change has occurred. In addition,
the mobility server may activate an authentication timer. The
authentication timer may be configured to provide a pre
defined time limit for the owner (mobility client) of the IP
packets to register with the mobility server.
0612. In an embodiment, if registration and authentica
tion process occur in a timely manner (within the pre
defined time limit), the Voice engine module and media
server and Voice quality engine module of the mobility
server may synchronize the incoming IP packets and con
tinue their functions of exchanging IP packets. If the regis
tration and authentication process does not happen within
the preset time limit, the mobility server may refuse the IP
packets coming from the new access point. The additional
registration and authentication process provide the wireless
communication system with protection against potential
attacks, such as spoofing.
0613. In an embodiment, to prevent disruption to the
telecommunication session when the registration and
authentication process is not successful, a connection may
be made to the mobility server through a cellular network.
0614 The features and advantages of the present inven
tion may be better understood with reference to the figures
and discussions that follow.

0615 FIG. 28 shows, in an embodiment of the invention,
a block diagram of a user on a mobility client roaming
between two access points managed by a single controller.
Consider the situation wherein, for example, a user of a
mobility client 2816 is conversing with a user of an outside
telephone 2802. The IP packets (e.g., voice packets) may
traverse through a carrier network 2860 to connect with a
user on mobility client 2816 within an enterprise 2800. The
IP packets may be first received by a PBX 2810. PBX 2810
may then route the IP packet through an internal IP network
2812 (e.g., intranet) to mobility server 2818. From mobility
server 2818, the IP packets may be sent to mobility client
2816 via IP network 2812 and an access point 2862 (as
shown by a path 2892).
0616. During the telecommunication session, the user of
mobility client 2816 may roam from access point 2862 to an
access point 2861 (as shown by a path 2890). In this
example, access point 2862 and access point 2861 may be
managed by the same controller. Thus, both access points
may share the same IP address space, not requiring a new IP
address for the mobility client.
0617. As the user of mobility client 2816 move toward
access point 2861, a mobility manager client module 2874
in mobility client 28.16 may be monitoring the signal levels
and may be communicating the signal level changes to a
mobility manager server module 2884 in mobility server
2818. In an embodiment, mobility manager client module
2874 may be configured to receive and evaluate current state
of connectivity with information Such as signal strength data
and other parameters to detect imminence of handoffs and to
make handoff decisions. In an embodiment of the invention,

mobility manager server module 2884 of mobility server
2818 may be configured to receive and store connectivity
information of mobility client 2816.
0618. Since mobility manager client module 2874 is
aware of the Wi-Fi infrastructure, mobility manager client
module 2874 may realize that a handoff may be possible in

order to receive better connectivity. In an example, the signal
level provided by access point 28.62 may be weakening
while the signal level provided by access point 2861 may be
getting stronger. As a result, both mobility client 2816 and
mobility server 2818 may begin to prepare for a potential
handoff.

0619. To prepare for the handoff, mobility manager client
module 2874 may inform call control client module 2872
that a handoff is possible. As aforementioned in FIG. 10, a
call control client module 2872 may be configured to
manage outgoing data and incoming data of mobility client
2816. Call control client module 2872 may notify a voice
engine module 2870 to begin buffering the IP packets that
may be sent out to mobility server 2818.
0620. In an embodiment, to perform the buffering, voice
engine module 2870 may include a client data storage 2878
and a client buffer timer 2876. Client data storage 2878 may
be configured to buffer outgoing IP packets of mobility
client 2816 when a handoff is imminent. Client buffer timer

2876 may be configured for the duration that client data
storage 2878 has buffered the outgoing IP packets. If the
duration exceeds a predetermined duration, client data Stor
age 2878 may discard the outgoing IP packets that have been
buffered, to prevents transmission of extensively delayed
data, in an embodiment. The predetermined duration may
depend upon the characteristics of the outgoing IP packets.
In an example, if the outgoing IP packets are voice data, the
length of the predetermined duration may be 200 ms or less.
0621. Meanwhile, mobility manager server module 2884
may inform a call control server module 2882, which is
configured to perform functions relating to establishing
telecommunication session, that a handoff is possible. In an
embodiment, call control server module 2882 may inform a
media server and voice quality engine module 2880 through
a resource manager module 2886 to begin buffering the IP
packet that may be received from outside telephone 2802.
0622. In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine module 2880 may include a server data storage 2888
and a server buffer timer 2892. Server data storage 2888 may
be configured to buffer outgoing IP packets to mobility client
2816 when a handoff is forthcoming. Server buffer timer
2892 may be configured or the duration that server data
storage 2888 has buffered outgoing IP packets to mobility
client 2816. If the duration reaches a predetermined dura
tion, server data storage 2888 may discard the outgoing IP
packets that have been buffered, to prevent transmission of
extensively delayed data, in an embodiment.
0623. Once one or more criteria (e.g., signal strength,
channel loading, and/duality of communication) have been
met, mobility client 28.16 may disconnect from access point
2862 and establish a connection with access point 2861.
Mobility server 2818 may now route the telecommunication
session to mobility client 2816 through IP network 2812 and
access point 2861 (as shown by a path 2894) to establish a
telecommunication session between mobility client 2816
and outside telephone 2802
0624 Mobility manager client module 2874, after recog
nizing that the handoff has completed, may notify mobility
manager server module 2884. Upon receiving the notifica
tion, the mobility server 2818 may begin to send the buffered
IP packets to mobility client 2816. At the same time,
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mobility client 28.16 may begin to send its buffered IP
packets also. Upon receiving the IP packets, both mobility
server 2818 and mobility client 28.16 may perform synchro
nization to determine which incoming IP packets have not
been previously received.
0625. Although an IP address change has not occurred
during the handoff (since both access points 2861 and 2862
are managed by the same controller), a gap may exist while
the handoff occurs. To address the gap issue, the synchro
nization of IP packets by both mobility server 2818 and
mobility client 28.16 may ensure that IP packets are not lost
during the handoff. Thus, the transition may appear seamless
to both parties.
0626 FIG. 29 shows, in an embodiment of the invention,
a block diagram of a user on a mobility client roaming
between two access points that may be managed by two

2816 may take to register with mobility server 2818 when a
change of IP address has occurred. If mobility client 2816
does not register within an allowed authentication time limit,
mobility server 2818 may reject the handoff to prevent
potential security problems.
0632) If the registration and authentication occur within
the time limit, then mobility server 2818 may allow the
buffered IP packets to flow to the designated party. In the
prior art, a change in IP address generally result in a
significant gap during which data loss may occur. To address
the gap issue, the synchronization of IP packets by both
mobility serve 2818 and mobility client 28.16 may ensure
that IP packets are not lost during the handoff. Thus, the
transition may appear seamless to both parties.
0633) Mobility server 2818 may now route the telecom
munication session to mobility client 2816 through IP net

different controllers. The embodiment described in FIG. 29

work 2812, a firewall 2920, an Internet 2950 and access

is similar to the embodiment described in FIG. 28 except, a
change of IP address may require the mobility client to
register with the mobility server through the new access
point.
0627 Consider the situation wherein, for example, the
user of mobility client 2816 connected to access point 2861
begins to roam outside of enterprise 2800 (as shown by a
path 2900) toward an access point 2902. In this example,
access point 2902 and access point 2861 may be managed by
different controller. Thus, both access points do not share the
same IP address space and the mobility client will be forced
to change its IP address.
0628. As aforementioned, mobility manager client mod
ule 2874 and mobility manager server client module 2884
may be sharing connectivity status data. As the user of
mobility client 2816 roams away from access point 2861 and
toward access point 2902, mobility manager client module
2874 may notify mobility manager server module 2884 of an
imminent handoff. Thus, both mobility client 2816 and
mobility server 2818 may begin to prepare for a potential
handoff. Once one or more criteria (e.g., signal strength,
channel loading, and/duality of communication) have been
met, both voice engine module 2870 and media server and
voice quality engine module 2880 may begin buffering
outgoing IP packets.
0629. Once mobility client 2816 disconnects from access
point 2861 and establish a connection with access point
2902. At this point, mobility manager client module 2874
may notify mobility manager server module 2884 that a
connection has been created with access point 2884. In
addition voice engine 2870 may end its buffer timer and
begin sending the buffered IP packets to mobility server

point 2902 (as shown by a path 2904) to establish a
telecommunication session between mobility client 2816
and outside telephone 2802.
0634. In an embodiment, if the user of mobility client
2816 is not able to authenticate within the pre-defined time
limit, a cellular connection through a cellular network 2962
(as described in FIGS. 12 and 13) between mobility server
2818 and mobility client 281.6 may be established to prevent
disruption in the telecommunication session. The Switch to
a cellular connection may provide sufficient time for mobil
ity client 2816 to attempt another authentication/registration.
0635 FIG. 30 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a call flow of a
roaming scenario that does not involve an IP address change
(as discussed in FIG. 28).
0636 An establish connection 3002 between outside tele
phone 2802 and mobility client 2816 via mobility server
2818 may exist. Established connection 3002 may include
two legs 3004 and 3006. Leg 3004 is associated with the
connection between outside telephone 2802 and mobility
server 2818. In an example, outside telephone 2802 may be
connected to mobility server 2818 via carrier network 2860
PBX 2810, and IP network 2812. Leg 3006 may be associ
ated with the connection between mobility client 2816 and
mobility server 2818. In an example, mobility client 2816
may be connected to mobility server 2818 via IP network
2812 and access point 2862.
0637. During the telecommunication session, data about
the connectivity status of mobility client 2816 may be
continuously communicated to mobility server 2818. As the
user of mobility client 2816 roams from access point 28.62
to another access point 2861, mobility manager client mod
ule 2874 may send a notification to mobility manager server
module 2884 that a handoff may be possible (step 3010). At
a next step 3012, mobility manager server module 2884 may

2818.

0630. In an embodiment, if a new connection with access
point 2902 requires a new IP address, then mobility client
2816 may have to re-register with mobility server 2818
through the new access point. In an embodiment, the mobil
ity server 318 may buffer the incoming IP packets from
mobility client 2816 until the registration process has com
pleted.
0631. In an embodiment, media server and voice quality
engine module 2880 of mobility server 2818 may include an
authentication timer 2990. Authentication timer 2990 may
be configured to measure the amount of time mobility client

forward the notification to call control server module 2882.

Call control server module 2882 may forward the notifica
tion call to media server and Voice quality engine module
2880 via resource manager 2886 (steps 3014 and 3016).
0638. At a next step 3018, upon receiving the notifica
tion, media server and voice quality engine module 2880
may begin to buffer the incoming IP packets from outside
telephone 2802. Meanwhile, mobility manager client mod
ule 2874 may notify voice engine module 2870 via call
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control client module 2872 to begin buffering the outgoing
IP packets (step 3020). Throughout this transition, both
voice engine module 2870 and media server and voice
quality engine module 2880 may still be sending IP packets.
However, to ensure that the weakening signal level does not
inadvertently cause IP packets loss, IP packets may be
buffered for later synchronization.
0639. Once one or more criteria (e.g., signal strength,
channel loading, and/duality of communication) have been
met, call control client module 2872 will acknowledge the
connection with access point 2861 (step 3024). At around
the same time, call control client module 2872 may notify
mobility manager client module 2874 that the rowing period
has terminated. At a next step 3030 mobility manager client
module 2874 may then forward the notification (i.e., that
roaming has terminated) to mobility manager server module
2884. Upon receiving the notification mobility manager
server module 2884 may notify call control server module
2882 that roaming has completed (step 3032). Upon receiv
ing the notification, call control server module 2882 may a
notify media server and voice quality engine module 2880
via resource manager module 2886 that roaming has com
pleted (steps 3034 and 3036). At a next step 3026, voice
engine module 2870 of mobility client 28.16 may begin
sending the buffered IP packets to media server and voice
quality engine module 2880 through the new access point
2861. Upon receiving the IP packets, media server and voice
quality engine module 2880 may in turn send the buffered IP
packets to voice engine module 2870 (3028). In an embodi
ment, both voice engine module 2870 and media server and
voice quality engine module 2880 may first synchronize the
incoming IP packets against the received IP packets to
ensure that IP packets have not been lost
0640 The new connection 3038 may now include legs
3004 and 3040. Leg 3004 has not changed and still includes
the media traffic from outside telephone 2802 to mobility
server 2818 through carrier network 2860, PBX 2810, and IP
network 2812. Leg 3040 has replaced leg 3006 and now
includes media traffic flowing from mobility server 2818 to
mobility client 2816 via IP network 2812 and access point
2861.

0641 FIG. 31 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiments of the present invention, a call flow of a
roaming scenario that involves IP address change (as dis
cussed in FIG. 29).
0642 An establish connection 3102 between outside tele
phone 2802 and mobility client 2816 via mobility server
2818 may exist. Established connection 3102 may include
two legs 3104 and 3106. Leg 3104 may be the same
connection as leg 3004 and may be associated with the
connection between outside telephone 2802 and mobility
server 2818. Leg 3006 may be associated with the connec
tion between mobility client 2816 and mobility server 2818
via access point 2861.
0643 Step 3.108 through step 3120 are similar to step
3108 through step 3020 of FIG. 30. In other words, mobility
client 2816, which has been communicating its connectivity
status with mobility server 2818, may notice that signal level
coming from access point 2861 may be weakening and that
signal level coming from access point 2902 may be getting
stronger. Mobility client 281.6 may notify mobility server
2818 to prepare for a handoff (steps 3110, 3112, 3114, and
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3116). Both mobility client 2816 and mobility server 2818
may begin buffering outgoing IP packets (steps 3118 and
3120).
0644. Once one or more criteria (e.g., signal strength,
channel loading, and/duality of communication) have been
met, call control client module 2872 will acknowledge the
connection with access point 2902 (step 3122). Since, access
point 2861 and access point 2902 are associated with
different controllers, the new connection may involve an IP
address change.
0.645. At a next step 3124, voice engine module 2870
may begin sending the buffered IP packets to media server
and voice quality engine module 2880 through the new
access point 2902 via Internet 2950, firewall 2920, and IP
network 2812. Upon receiving the IP packets, media server
and Voice quality engine module 2880 may begin an authen
tication timer and buffered the incoming packets from Voice
engine module 2870 (step 3126).
0.646. At around the same time, call control client module
2872 may notify mobility manager client module 2874 that
the roaming period has terminated. Mobility manager client
module 2874 may then forward the notifications to mobility
manager server module 2884.
0647. Meanwhile, mobility manager client module 2874
may register with mobility manager server module 2884
through the new access point 2902, at a next step 3134.
Upon receiving the registration, mobility manager server
module 2884 may perform authentication. If the registration
and authentication process does not complete in a timely
manner (i.e., within the allowed authentication time limit),
mobility server 2818 may reject the handoff.
0648. However, if the registration and authentication
process occur within the time limit, then mobility manager
server module 2884 may notify call control server module
2882 that roaming has completed (step 3138). Upon receiv
ing the notification, call control server module 2882 may
notify media server and voice quality engine module 2880
via resource manager module 2886 that roaming has com
pleted (steps 3140 and 3142). Upon receiving the notifica
tion, at a next step 3144, media server and Voice quality
engine module 2880 may synchronize the incoming IP
packets from mobility client 2816 against the received IP
packets before forwarding the IP packets to outside tele
phone 2802. Around the same time, voice engine 2870 may
be performing similar synchronization for incoming IP
packets from mobility server 2818
0649. The new connection 3148 may now include legs
3104 and 3146. Leg 3104 has not changed and still includes
the media traffic from outside telephone 2802 to mobility
server 2818 through carrier network 2860, PBX 2810, and IP
network 2812. Leg 3146 has replaced leg 3106 and now
includes media traffic flowing from mobility server 2818 to
mobility client 2816 via IP network 2812, firewall 2920,
Internet 2950, and access point 2902.
0650 FIG. 32 shows, in accordance with one or more
embodiment of the present invention, a buffer scheme.
0651 Consider the situation wherein, for example, a
telecommunication session has been established between

mobility client 2816 and another telecommunication device.
The telecommunication session may include, but are not

